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THE COMMANDANT OF THE UNITED STATES COAST GUAR

WASHINGTON 20590

11 April 1974

TO UNITED STATES MARITIME INTERESTS:

• SUBDIVISION AND STABILITY OF PASSENGER VESSELS

• . The documents attached concern a new equivalent system
of international regulations on the subdivision of passenger
ships, adopted in November 1973 by the Assembly of the Inter-
governmental Maritime Consultative Organization (IMCO). These
new rerula-tions are considered an alternative to the provisions
of the 1960 Convention on the Safety of Life at Sea.

This system of regulations is the result of 12 years of
study internationally by the IMCO Subcommittee on Subdivision
and Stability, in which some 20 countries participated. Based
on probability principles, this new system focusses directly
upon the ability of a ship to survive damage. It imposes
fewer constraints upon design and will permit the Coast Guard
as the U. S. maritime safety agency to be responsive to novel
hull arrangements.

The text attached and the explanatory notes I commend to
your attention in the interest of Maritime Safety. A profes-
sional paper now under development for possible presentation
to the Society of Naval Architects and Marine Engineers will
develop in greater detail the application of these new rules.

Toward our co=on goal of safety at sea,

C. BENDEB
Admiral, U. S. Coast Guard
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CONSULTATIVE ORGANIZATION GENERAL

A E Lse o .A VIII 'Res.265

ASSEMBLY - 8th session 10 December 1973

- Agenda item 10 Onginal: ENGLISH

IMCO

R E S O L U T IO N A .2 65 1 V III) 7 =-.
adote on20Noebe 17 COAST G ,UA&

REGULATIONS ON SUBDIVISION AND STABILITY CMAR I j :.,
PASSENGER SHIPS AS EQUIVALENT TO PART B

CHAPTER II OF THE INTERNATIONAL CONVENTI Washington, Dfr
FOR THE SAFETY OF LIFE AT SEA, 1960 .G

.-

THE ASSEMBLY,

NOTING Article 16(i) of the Convention on the Inter-Governmental Maritime Consulative Organization
concerning the functions of the Assembl).

NOTING ALSO Recommendation 6 of the International Conference on Safety of Life at Sea. 1960,

BEARING IN MIND Regulation 5 of Chapter I of the International Convention foi the Safety of Life at
Sea, 1960,

HAVING CONSIDERED the Recommendation of the Maritime Safety Committee at its twenty-seventh
session on the adoption of Regulations on Subdivision and Stability of Passenger Ships as an equivalent to
Part B of Chapter 11 of that Convention and consequential changes to other Parts of that Chapter, as well as
explanatory notes to the aforementioned Regulations prepared by the Sub-Committee on Suvdivision and
Stability, which have been circulated to governments in MSCICirc.1I53 for guidance and information,

RECOMMENDS that governments concerned accept the totd application of the Regulations on
Subdivision and Stability of Passenger Ships set out in the Anex to this Resolution as being equivalent to and

a- totl alternative to the provisions of Part B of Chapter 11 of the International Convention for the Safety ofLife at Sea, 1960,

INVITES governments, through the Organization, to exchange information on the action taken in this
respect,

RECOMMENDS that governments, through the Organization, should exchange experience gamed as a
result of using these Regulations, particularly in regard to the use of such relaxations which are permitted by
Regulation 2. d),

REQUESTS the Maritime Safety Committee to consider comments submitted u a result of the application
of these Regulations with a view to practical evaluation of the Regulations and determining their suitability and
related necessary changes to Chapter 1i of that Convention, as amendments to that Chapter.

ANNEX

REGULATIONS rN SUBDIVISION AND STABIUTY OF
PASSENGER SHIP. AS AN EQUIVALENT TO PART B OF

CHAPTER 11 OF THE INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION
FOR THE SAFETY OF LIFE AT SEA. 1960

I. The Regulations hemunder constitute an equivalent to and a total alternative to the xquirements of
Pan B of Chapter i l of thie Internationa Convention for the Safety of Life at Sea, 1960 for pasenpr ships.

C.o
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2. In applying these equivalent Rtgulatiuns the following should he observed fur other Parts of Chapter 11
of that Convention:

* Pan A Regulation Id) and Regulation 2 .ire not applai.ahlc.

Path C. IF and H

In Regulations 254 a), 371 b). 68(a). 9441). 90 h). 99(2). Nh and 10) and 108 the term "*bulkhead
deck" is to be replaced by the term "relevant bualkhead deck- as defined in Regulation lie) of
the equivalent Regulations.

3. The fonlluwing references to Regulations relate %olcly in the Regulations of this Equivalent.

Repulaeion I - Definitions

Fin the purpose of thiew Regulations, unless expressi) provided otherwise:

Vl I lit A "suhdivi~i loadline" is a %ateriwe used in determining the subdivision of the ship; and

ti the "deepest subdivision loadline" is the wateili which corresponds to the greatest draught
permitted hi, the subdivisiun icquiementb whit are applicable.

01 thi "stibdivision length of the ship"I EL, is the extreme moulded length of that part of the ship!,.eltm
:1w immersion limit line.

-i *midlength" is the midpoint of the subdivision length of the ship I LO.

Wdi io the -breadth" (8,) is the extreme moulded liteadth of*the ship at midlength at or below the
deepe%t subdivision luadline:

toi the "breadth" (0 2 ) is the extreme moulded breadth of the 3,htp it midlength at the relevant
bulkhead deck.

it The -relevant bulkhead deck" is the uppermost deck which, together with the watertight bulkheads
* ' liminding 'lie extent of tioodunp uinder oviideration.and tho iliell oi'the ship. defines the limit of

ilaertlgha integrity in the flosided condition.

oi fie-iniiersion limit line" at any point in L~i-- defined hy the luphe%i relevant hulkhead deck ai sde
at that point.

g)u The "dratight" I di) is the vertical distance from the moulded hase line at midlengib to the waterline in
question.

Eli) The '%ubdivisaon dr.iutlit- (d,') i.' tilerht upIC1 tip t0fie stildiviston luadfine in question.

(ii) The "likhtesi service drawughi" id ,) is the iervwc draught corresponding to the lightest anticipated
joadhin and associated tankaget. including. howet.er. %uch hihlabt as may be necessary tur iadbility
and/or immersion.

NOii Intermediate draughti, hetween d, and d,, are.

J, *d ~(d, -d

d: J.' Jd J,

d~ d (d, - d~ji

01h The "effective mean damagg freeboard" I(F I is equal to the projected area ol that part of the ship taken in
the upnight position between the relevant bulkhead deck and the damage waterline and between I L, frrdi
and abjAtthie idlength divided by ;L In making this calculation no part of the area which is more than
0. 2b: above thet damage waterline SGaI he included. However, if there are stairways or other openings in
the bulkhead deck through which senus downflooding could occur F1 s hall be taken as not more than
It Bi tang of). where 9, is the angle at which %tich openifip would be immersed.

it The "permeability" 4p) of a space is the proportion of the immersed volume of that space which cart he
occupied by water.
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4," Regulation 2 - Subdivision Index

(a) To provide for buoyancy and stability after collision or other damage. ships shall have sufficient intact
stability and be as efficiently subdivided as is possible having regard to the nature of the service for which the%
are intended.

(b) The subdivision of a ship is considered sufficient if:

(i) the stability of the ship in damaged condition meets the requirements of Regulation 5; and

(ii) the attained Subdivision Index A according to Regulations 6 and 7 is not less than the required
Subdivision Index R calculated in accordance with paragraph (c) of this Regulation.

(c) The degree of subdivision is determined by the required Subdivision Index R. as follows:

R I- 1000 (in feet)
+ N + ..............( )

Ra 1 100 (in metres)R !-4L$+ N+ 1500

Where:

' NN + 2N 2

No= number of persons for whom life-boats are provided.

N = number of persons (including officers and crew) that the ship is permitted to carry in excess
of No.

(d Where the conditions of service are such that compliance with paragraph (b) of this Regulation on the
basis of N - N, I 2N2 is impracticable and where the Administration considers that a suitably reduced degree of
hazard exiss. a lesser value of N may be taken but in no case less than N a No + N2 .

Repdladom 3 - Special Rules conam ing Subdlison

(a) In ships 330 feet (or 100 metres) in length and upwards the watertight transverse bulkhead next abaft the
* fofepeak bulkhead shall be located so that the s-value, as defined in Regulation 6(a), for a combination of the

forepeak and adjacent compartment. calculated by formulae (VIII) and (IX) shall not be less than 1.0. However.
in no case shall the distance between the forepeak bulkhead and the next bulkhead be less than the longitudinal
extent of damage specified in Regulation S(b)(i).

to) A watertight transverse bulkhead may be recessed provided that all parts of the recess lie inboard of
vertical surfaces on both sides of the ship, situated at a distance of 0.2B, from the ship's side. and measured at
rht angles to the centfeline at the level of the subdivision loadline. Any part of a recess which lies outside

4, these limits shall be dealt with as a step, as provided in Regulation 5(bXi).

- Regulation 4 - Pei..ability

(a) For the purpose of the subdivision and damage stability calculations of Regulations 5. 6 and 7 the
permeability of each space or part of a space subject to flooding either during any intermediate stage or in the
final stage of flooding shall be as follows:

Spaces Permeability (W)

Apprfoated as accommodation for pasengers and crew,

or other spaces not specifically herein designated .................. 0.95

Appropriated for machinery .................................. 0.85

Normally occupied by stores .................................. 0.60

Intended for consumable liquids ............................... 0.00 or 0.95*

whichevr m its in the 1 oe vre mqunE t.

, . ,- .. .' , , .. . . ... .
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I The permeabdity u of any space appropriated for cargo shall he assumed to vary with the draught
i,-/,re damage in iucl a %ay that for any initial draught di the permeability pi of any cargo space shall be
t.,kcn is:

-. (d, -d, ,, 0.05(d - d )

d (d5 - do)

hut not more than 0.95 nor less than 0.60.

it a I" the ship's arrangement or service are such that the use of other permeabilities resulting in more severe
i ttire.nents is logical the tiqe of other permeabilities may be required by the Administration.

-: HiRegulation 5 - Subdiviion and Damage Stability

.1 1ue i n1et IfltJLI %,ahilty shall be provided in all ,ervice conditions so as to enable the ship t) comply will:
the pi-v,,.ion. tit thh. Regulation. Before certification of the ship the Administration shall be satisfied that the

..-. e.*iI:Ci inta3.t %tahtlity can practicably be obtained in service.

*-I I ia t) l hipls -hill be so designed as to comply with the provisions of this Regulation in the event ol
lo)ding due to tine stde damage with a penetration of 0.2Bt from the ship's side at right angles Io,
the ,ientreline at the level of the subdivision loadline and a longitudinal extent of Q.8 feet

.A)I meties) + 0.03L, or 36 feet (I I metres) whichever is the less. occurring anywhere in the
ship'i length. but not including a transverse bulkhead. However, where a bulkhead is stepped it l-all
he assumed as subject to damage.

Iiii Shia- (Or %thich N is more than 600 shall additionally be able to comply with this Regulation in tile
,'vent ,1 looding, due to side damage including transverse bulkheads occurring anywhere within i
lcngali ,cqtal to I - 1.00)Ls, measured from the forward terminal of L where N is as de'ined
ti Regulation N) and (d). The value of( i - 1.00) shall not be more titan one.

iit)i In any calculation required under this paragraph the damage shall be assumed to extend from the
hase line upwards-without limit. However, if flooding due to a lesser extent of damage eithervertically. transversely or longitudinally results in a higher necessary intact metacentric height. such
a !esst eittett a'damag shall be aautied In all cases, however, only one breach in the hull and
1111% one Irce sulace need be assumed. For the purpose of assessing heel prior to equilization the

*bulkheads and deck bounding refrigerated spaces and uther decks or inner divisions whiwh in the
opinit ti tihe Administration are likely to remain sufficiently watertight after damage. shall he
regarded as limiting flooding. Otherwise. tlooding shall be assumed as limited only hy undamaged
.. atertight structural divisions.

* " , i l it) th t inal stage of flooding:

I1) (here ihall be a positite metacentic height. GM. calculated by the constant displacement
i-ethod and for the ship in upright condition. of at least

li0 BI(NI + N2)
GM , 0.003 or

,'.F"

(%1 = 0.t141) (in feet)

GM 0.015 L (in metres) or
F,

L,M 2 iiiche (0.05 in) whichever is the greater

Wher. 6 a displacement of the ship in the undamaged condition (in long tons or
metric tons respectively).

(.) the ingle of heel in the case of one compartment flooding shall not exceed 7 degrees. For the
simultaneous flooding of two or more adjacent compartments a heel of 12 degrees may be
permitted unless the Administration considers a lesser heel necessary to ensure an adequate
amount and range of residual stability;

. ' . , . . . . , . - . .. , . . . .- - . . . - . - . .. . . - . . . . . . . . - ' . . - . . ... . . . . .
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(3) except in way of the flooded compartment or compartments no part of the relevant bulkhead
deck at side shall be immersed.

(i) Unsymmetrical flooding shall be kept to a minimum consistent with efficient arrangements. If an%
equalizing arrangements are necessary to ensure that the angle of heel in the final stage of flooding
does not exceed the limits specified in sub-paragraphs (iK2) and (3) of this paragraph. these
arrangements shall, where practicable, be self-acting. However. if controls are necessary, they shall
be operable from above the highest relevant bulkhead deck. All such arrangements shall be
acceptable to the Administration.

(iii) The Administration shall he satisfied that stability prior to equalization is suf"icieni. However. in no,,
case shall the maximum heel before equalization exceed 20 degrees nor shall it result in progressive
flooding. Additionally, the time for equalization of cross-connected spaces to at least the limits
specified in sub-paragraphs (iX2) and (3) of this paragraph shall not exceed ten minute.

(iv) The Administration shall be satisfied that the residual stability is sufficient during intermediate
flooding and that progressive flooding will not take place. Calculations relative thereto shall be in
accordance with the provisions of sub-paragraph (bX iii) of this Regulation. respecting the assumed
extent of damage and resulting extent of flooding. Heel during intermediate flooding due either to
negative metacentric height alone or in combination with unsymmetrical flooding shall not exceed
"0 degrees.

4d) Damage stability calculations performed in compliance with this Regulation shall be such as to take
account ot the form and the design characteristics of the ship and the arrangements, configuration and probable
contepts of the compartments considered to be flooded. In making calculations for heel prior to equalization
and for equalizatior time, the flooding of that portion of the ship opened to the sea shall be assumed to be
completed prior to commencement of equalization. For each initial draught condition the ship shall be at the
most unfavourable intact service trim anticipated at that draught having regard to the influence of the trim on
the freeboard in the flooded condition.

(e) The intact metacentric height, and corresponding vertical centre of gravity, necessary to provide
compliance with the requirements specified in paragraphs (b) and (c) of this Regulation shall be determined tor
the operating ranae of draughts between ds and do. If (d,-do) does not exceed 0. 1 dI damage stability
calculations may be made oniy for d, and do , and the intermediate values may be, obtained by linear interpola-
.ion. hI" d -d o )exceeds 0.1 d,. damage stability calculations shall also be made for at least one additional
intermediate draught. However, in all cases where there are vertical discontinuities in permeabilifies or in free
surfaces which may result in discontinuities in the necessary intact metacentric height, damage stability
calculations shall be made for the corresponding draughts in order to define such discontinuities.

Regulation 6 - Attained Subdivision Index A

4a) () In addition to complying with Regulation 5 the attained Subdivision Index A shall he determined
for the ship by formula (1il:

A - Z aps ............................... (11)

Where:

.a" accounts for the probability of damage as related to the position of the compartment in the
ship's length,

"p' evaluates the effect of the variation in longitudinal extent of damage on the probability that
only the compartment or group of compartments under consideration may be flooded, and

s" evaluates the effect of freeboard, stability and heel in the final flooded condition for the
compartment or group of compartments under consideration.

(ii) The summation indicated by formula (I) is taken over the ship's length for each compartment
taken singly. To the extent that the related buoyancy and stability in the final condition of flooding
are such that "s" is more than zero, the summation is also taken for all possible pairs of adjacent
cwapartments, and may be taken for all possible groups of a higher number of adjacent compart-
ments if it is found that such inclusion contributes to the value of the attained Subdivision Index A.

(iii) Wherever wing compartments are fitted and where the assumed damage used in the damage stability
calculations according to Regulation 5 forming the basis for the "s" calculation does not result in
flooding of the associated inboard spaces, "p" shall be multiplied by "r" as determined in
Regulation 7(b).

- .... . - .. . . . . .



vhi) The ftjctor -a" in formula (I) shall be deteruned for ea,;h .ompartment and for each group o1
-imp.armenas b) formula (IIIlh:

3:" 0'4.'l' [l " E1 " i] ..................... ll

i Where

i ft Xis equal to or less than C.L,
-Ls

aiJ otherwise

z = 0..

- -- if is equal to or less than 0. 5L,

jn4 ,.therise

,x- i + X3 is equal to or less than L,

.nJ ,,therw .iS

E,: - : 0

.; -.n~d here.

. the distance from the aft terminal ot L. to the x:t end of the considered compartment or
-..r,,,F ,t adja.;cnt ,,mpartnen:

.-= te ,iitnane from the aft termain. c.' L, to ti~e ',rwara end of tme considered compartment .)r
croup ot adjacent compartments.

1--r pur",ou, of this piragraph and of para- I. ! thi Regulation. with respect to the lenafu
,,i in% compartment or groups ot compartments under c:onsideration. A here one or both of the
L.rxrinj bulkheads have steps. the forward and after ends uv -he considered compartment or group

6.4 ,f ,i c'iflrt nictts shall be taken at the pot tion: of ihe Stlkhead, whic. are nearest to each other.

Iz :. or "'" t ormula 1lI) shall be determined for eah oompartment and for each .,,,up c
h-,::-" -: ',rmtulae IIVi - r\11)i

iiI lgeneral. 'p" shall be

-,A F,. n _ 6..2O I0' fr eul ,

.nJ utherwise. I lV)

.. p 0 R - 0.08

*- . Vhere

t. a the length ofomprtment or group i" cc rrpartmenrts as defined in paragraph (h of" this
P Regulation

a IUand X a L. for L, a t55 teet I -CKu metres) r less

,.- . and A= 65 (. Ll in feet,

'A and A :0 (for L, iv me:re.,

i'- L+- lb

*% ~ *
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(ii) To evaluate 'p- for compartments taken singly. formulae (IV) are applied directly.

(iii) To evaluate the -p- values attributable to groups of compartments. the following supplementary
nomenclature and formulae apply:

e, 2 .23, 24- etc. are the lengths of compartments taken singl)

-13 -. R23 E34. etc. are the lengths of pairs of adjacent compartments
Q&2,. R,23, etc. are the lengths of groups of three adjacent compartments

'1a34, etc. is the length of a group of four adjacent compartments

piP. P2. p3. p4. etc. are p calculated by formulae (IV)
using k . k2, 13. 14. etc. as i.

P1z- P23, p34. etc. are p calculated using £1. £23, £34. etc. as£.
P133- P234. etc. are p calculated using E123, 2234. etc. as C.
P1234, etc. is p calculated using £234- etc, as 2.

For compartments taken by pairs.

P P- P P OT )
P P - P: - P3.et . ).............(V)

For compartments taken by groups of three,

P - P23 -P - P23 + P2 . or ).(VI)
P = P23 4 - P23 -p3 4 + p3, etc. )

For compartments taken by groups of four.

P= Pa234 - P123 - P234 + P23.etc ............ (VII)

(d) The factor -s- in formula (I) shall be determined for the final stage of flooding for each compartment and
for each group of compartments by formulae (VIII) and (IX).

(i) In general, for any condition of flooding from any initial draught di, ST shall be:

;z2.70 L ' tang (GMR -MM (in feet)
B2  2/ ) - ))

). ta.(VIII)

s= 4.c) B 2 M R - MM (in metres)
- )l

but not more than 1.0

Where:
9 = the angle of heel due to unsymmetrical flooding in the final condition after

cross-floodng. if any;
GMR - the highest requited intact metacentric height at the relative draught, as determined

in Regulation 5(e) or if a higher metacentric height is to be specified in the instructions
to the Master. that value may be used.

MM S z the reduction in the height of the metacentre as a result of flooding, calculated for the
ship in the upright position in the final stage of flooding.

(ii) For each compartment and for each group of compartments, "s" is taken as:

s a0.45s, + 0.33s + 0.:2s 3 ................... (IX)

Whre:

s, - si calculated for the ship at initial draught d,

s2 Si d2
5o5 a S .. .. .. . .. . .. d 3

di. d2 and d 3 as defined in Regulation l(gXiii).

Values of GMR for the draughts di, d2 and d3 are determined from the plot of GMR versus
draught to be furnished to the Master of the ship in accordance with Regulation 8. Values of
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5' MM s . 0 and F, for these draughts are determined from plots of damaged condition vertical
metacentre. trim, draught and heel versus undamaged draught, determined in accordance with
Regulation S(e).

(iii) Provided a positive contribution to the attained Subdivision Index A is obtained thereby. the
flooding of combinations of adjacent compartments in excess of those required for compliance with
Regulation 5(b(i) and (ii) may be included in the cakulations. However, si shall be taken as zero
for any case of flooding which results

(1) durirg intermediate flooding or prior to equalization in an angle of heel in exces. 20 degrees
or which imnmerses any opening through which downflooding might take place.

(2) for the final stage of flooding. except in way of the flooded compartment or coi Iments. in
immersion ot the relevant bulkhead deck at side. or heel in excess of 12 degrees.
(GMR - MM S) less than 2 inches 10.05 metre).

Regulation 7 - Combined Longitudinal and Transvere Subdivision

f a) Regulation 6 is predicated upon the condition that transverse bulkheads ordinarily extend from side to
side. However. an Administration may also accept a combination of transverse and longitudinal watertight
bulkheads wherein some of the transverse wateright bulkheads extend inboard only to longitudinal watertight
bulkheads, provided that:

Ii) A horizontal watertight division located not less th3n 0.1 B1 above the base line is fitted in the ,entre
space between the longitudinal bulkheads. and the space belo, the horizontal division is subdksi.eu
by watertight bulkheads in line with the watertight transverse bulkheads in the wings or by equivalent
means.

I ii) Compliance with the provisions of Regulation S is demonstrated.

Siii), The Subdivision Index A. calculated according to paragraphs I b) and (c) of this Regulation is not less
than the required Subdivision Index R.

(b) To calculate the contribution of the wing compartments to the attained Subdivision Index A:

Ii) "a" is calculated as in Regulation 6(hi using the distances from the aft terminal of I, to the
transverse bulkheads bounding the considered % me compartment or group ot compartments.

Iii) "p*" is obtained by multiplying the value,, obtained by application of formulae I IV) of Regulation Nt CI
by the reduction factor 'r' according to formulae i X). which represents the probability that the
inboard spaces will not be flooded.

(1) Where Q/L. is equal to or more than 0.2 h/Bi :

S9 .8+ 0.08;(RiLs + 0.0]
B,

if b, B, is equal to or less tian 0.21. and

r u 0.0161(tL s + 0.02) + b!Bt + 0.36

" if b/B is greater than 0.2.

(2) Where 2/L is less than 0.2 b/B1.r shall he determined by linear interpolation between I 0
for U/L •b and the r-value calculated by formulae IX) for 2I/L a 0.2 b/B1.

In formulae (X) the terms have the following meaning:

e - the distance between the longitudinal Ilmit% used for the calculation of "a" and "p"' as
defined in Regulation 6(b) and Ic).

be the mean transverse distance measured at right angles to the centreline at the'subdivision
loadline between the shell and a plane through the outermost portion of and parallel to

*, that part of the longitudinal bulkhead which extends between the longitudinal limits
used in calculating -a".

(iii) -s'" is calculated as in Regulation 6(d). treating the inboard spaces as not floooable. i.e. aL 0.

Ic) If the attained Subdivision Index A obtained by application of the procedures in paragraph (b) of this
Regulation is less than the required Subdiision Index R. the additional contribution to the attained Subdivision
Index A attributable to flooding of spaces inboard of the longitudinal hulkheads together with the outboard
spaces may be included. For the puposes of this contributiov

................................. .... " •. . .
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(il ""'" is :alculated as in sub-paragraph (bXi) of this Regulation except that the distances from the
aft terminal of L. are taken to each transverse bulkhead bounding either a wing or an inboard
compartment or group thereof.

(ii) "p" is obtained by multiplying the values obtained by application of formulae (IV) throug (VIII
of Regulation No) by ( - r.

(iii) "s' is calculated as in Regulation d). In so doing. the assumed extent of flooding of both w ing
and inboard spaces shall be that which would result from an assumed longitudinal extent of damage
coincidental with the longitudinal limits used in calculating "a'" and "p'" and extending in to tile
ship's centreline.

Regulation 8 - Stability Information

a) i) Fvery passenger ship shall be inclined upon its completion and the elements of its stability
determined.

(ii) Where any alterations are made to a ship bo as to materially affect the stability informatton supplied
to the Master. amended stability information shall be provided. If necessary the ship shall be re-
inclined.

( I) The Masle, of the ship shal! be supplied with such reliable information, as is ne.ess: to enihie hm t%
rapid and simple means Io obtain accurate guidance as to the stability of the ship under varying conditions of
ser ice which inform- :ion shall include:

(i) a curve of minimum operational metacentric height versus draught which assures compliance with
the reqLirements of Regulations 5, 6 and 7. as well as a corresponding curve of the maximum
allowable vertical centre of gravity versus draught, or with the tabu'-r equivalents of these curvcs

(iti) tables containing draught limits and their corresponding trim limits vithin which the requirements

of Regulations 5, 6 and 7 can be met:

(iii) instructions concerning the operation of cross-flooding arrangements: and

(iv) all other data and aids which might be necessary to maintain the required stability after damage.

10i There shall be permanently exhibited, for the guidance of the officer in charge of the ship, plans sho ing
clearly for each deck and hold the boundaries of the watertight compartments. the openings therein with the
means of closure and position of any controls thereof, and the arrangements for the correction of any list due
to flooding In addition, booklets containing the aforementioned information shall be made available In the
officers o! the ship.

(d) AJI information called for by this Regulation shall be subject to approval by the Administration.

Regulation 9 - Ballasting

When ballasting with water is necessary, the water ballast should not in general be carried in tanks intended
for oil fuel. In ships in which it is not practicable to avoid putting water in oil fuel tanks, oily-water separato,
equipment to the satisfaction of the Administration shall be fitted, or other alternative means acceptable to the
Administration shall be provided for disposing of the oily.water ballast.

Regulation 10 - Peak and Machinery Space Bulkheads. Shaft Tunnels, etc.

(a) (af A ship shall have a forepeak or collision bulkhead. which shall be watertight up to the relevant
bulkhead deck. This bulkhead sha!l be fitted not less than 0.05L, and not more than 9.8 feet (or
3.0 metres) + 0.05L, abaft the forward terminal of the deepest subdivision loadline.

(ii) If a ship has a long forward superstructure and the residual freeboard at the forward terminal of L,
after flooding of the foremost compartment is less than the summer freeboard required amidships

I. according to the International Convention on Load Lines, 1966 the collision bulkhead shall be
extenlded weathc~tight to the deck next above the relevant bulkhead deck. The extension need not
be fitted direct!y over the t ulkhead below, provided it is at least 0.05L, abaft the forward terminal
of the deepest subdivision loadline and the part of the relevant bulkhead deck which forms the step
is made effectively weathertight.

(b) An afterpeak bulkhead and bulkheads dividing the machinery space from the cargo and passenger spaces
forward and aft shall also be fitted and made watertight up to the relevant bulkhead deck. The afterpeak

bulkhead may. however, be stepped below the relevant bulkhead deck, provided the degree of safety of the ship
as regards subdivision is not thereb) diminished.
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In all cases stern tubes shall be enclosed in watertight spaces of moderate volume. The stern gland .lijll
be situated in a watertight shaft tunnel or other watertight space separate from the stern tube compartment
and of such volume that. it ilooded by leakage ,larough the stern gland. the relevant bulkhead deck will not be
,uibmerged.

Rqulation I I - Double Bottoms

(a) A double bottom shall be fit:ed extending from the forepeak bulkhead to the afterpeak bulkhead as lar
as this is practicable and cumpatible with the design and proper working of the ship.

i) In ships I t,; feet (or 50 metres) and under :00 feet (or 61 metres) in length a double bottom shall
he fitted at least from the mzc.haner% space to the forepeak bulkhead, or as near thereto as

-. pray. ricablk.

lii In l, ps -'U feet lot hl metres) and under 249 feet (or 76 metres) in length a double bottom ihall
he fatted at Ica.,t ottsire the niachiner) %pace. and shal extend to the fore and after peak bulkheads.
or is near thereto ar pra..kjrlc.

t iii In ships 249 feet (or 76 metres) in length and upwards a double bottom shall be fitted amidships.
and shall extend to the fore and after peak bulkheads, or as near thereto as practicable.

"n %%*here a double bottom is required to be fitted its depth shall be to the satisfaction of the Administration
-1,1 tlh inner bottom shall be continued out to the ship's sides in such a manner as to protect the bottom to the
iu:r o! :he bilge. Such protection will be deemed satisfactory if the line of intersection of the outer edge of the
-,'argin plate with the bilge placing is not lower at any part than a horizontal plane passing through the point of
intersection with the frame line amidships of a transverse diagonal line inclined at 25 degrees to the base line and
Cutting at at a point 0.5B, from the middle line.

1) Small wells constructed in the double bottom in connection with drainage arrangements of holds. etc..
shall not extend downwards more than necessary. The depth of the well shall in no case be more than the depth
less i h inches (or 457 mill-metresi of the double bottom at the centreline, nor shall the well extend below the
horizontal plane referred to in paragraph ( bi of this Regulation. A well extending to the outer bottom as.
however. permitted at the after end of the shaft tunnel of screw ships. Other wells fe.g. for lubricating oil under
main engine,) may be permitted by the Administration if satisfied that the arrangements give protection
equivalent to that afforded by ., double bottom complying with this Regulation.

"di A double bottom need not be titted in way of watertight compartments of moderate size used exciu~ively
for !he carriage of liquids, provided the safety of the ship, in the event of bottom or side damage. is not. in the
opinion of the Administration. thereby impaired.

Regulation 12 - Assigning. Marking and Recording of Subdivision Loadlines

1.t) In order that the required degree of" subdivision shall be maintained, a loadline corresponding to the
-.rpro ed subdivision d:ju'%i slli he assigned and marked on the ship's sides. A ship having spaces %hich are

.peo clI% adapted for the kcomm.dition of passengers and the carriage of carso .ilternatively ma.'. thc , ners
desire. hale one or more additional loadlhnes assigned and marked to correspond i ath the uI,:. .
which the Administration may approve for the alternative service conditions.

(b) The subdivision loadlineb assigned and marked shall be recorded in the Passenger Ship Safety Certificate.
and shall be distinguished by the notation C.A for the principal passenger condition, and C.2. C.3. etc.. for the
alternative conditions.

(ci The freeboard corresponding to each of these loadlines shall be measured at the same posation and from
the same deck lane as the freeboards determined in accordance with the International Convention on Load Lines.
I Q66.

-. (d) The freeboard corresponding to each approved subdivision loadline and the conditions of service ftr 'Ahich
at is approved, shall be clearly indicated on the Passenger Ship Safety Certificate.

Sle) In no case shall any subdivision loadline mark be placed above the deepest loadline in salt water as
determined b' the strength ot the ship and/or the International Convention on Load Lines, 1Q66.

(f) Whatever may be the position of the subdivision loadline marks, a ship shall in no case be loaded so as to
submerge the !oudhne mark appropriate to the season and locality as determined in accordance with the Inter.
national Convention on Load Lines, 1966.

g) A ship shall an no case bew. loaded that when she is in salt water the subdivision loadline mark approprule
to the particular voyage .'d condition (it service is -submerged.
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Regulation 13 - Construction and Initial Testing ' aetgtBulkheads, etc.

(a) Each watertight subdivision hulkheacl whether transverse or longitudinal shall be constructed in such a
manner that it shall be capable of supporting. with a proper margin ofresistance. the pressure dlie to the
maximum head of water which it might have to sustain in the event of damage to the ship, but a. least tile
pressure due to a head of water up to the immersion limit line. The construction of theie bulkhead, sha; be
to the satisfaction of the Admtnistration.

*(h) (i) Steps and recesses in bulkheads shall be wi.ertight and as strong as the bulkhead at the place where
each occurs.

(u) Where frame-, or beams pass throug a watertight deck or bulkhead such deck or bulkhead shall he
made structurally watertight without the use of wood or cement

(c) Tc.Ltirg train compartments by filling th~em with water is not compulsory. When testing by filling with
wale- is not c3rried out, a hose test is compulsory: ths test shall be carried out in the most advanced stage ot'
tlt.fi titing out of tht ship. In any case, a thorough inspection of the watertight bulkheads shall be ciarried out.

2 (.) The forepeak. double bottorms lincluJing duct keels) and inner skins shall be tested with. witer to a head
corresponding to tho 'equirements of paragraph (a) of this Regulation.

lei '1eik6 #hih are intended to hold liquids, and which form part of the suibdivsion of the ship. shd,: 'NC
tested for tightness with water to a head up to the deepest subdivision loadline or to a head corresponding to
twao-thirds of thc depth from the top of the keel to the immersion limit line in way of the tanks. whichever :$
the gremuer:.provided that in no case shall the test bead be less than 3 feet (or 0.92 metre) above the top of the
tank.

(f) The tests rre~Trred to in paragraphi (d) and (t) of this Regulation are for the purpose of ensuirn that the
subdivision structurAl arrangements are watertight and are not to be regarded as a test of the fitness of an%
compartment for the storage of oil fuel 07 f~ Other special purposes for which a test of*a superior character may,

* be required depending or. the height to which the liquid has access in the tank or its connections.

Regulaon 14.- Openings in Watertight Bulkheads

is) The number of openings in watertight bulkheads sblB be reduced to the minimum compatible with th-,
design and proper working of the ship: satisfactory means shall be provided for closing thesw openings.

.IN 0,) Where pipes, scuppers. electric cables, etc. are Carned through watertight subdivision bulkhead
arrangements shall be made to ensure the integrity of the watertightness of the bulkheads.

(h)E Valves and cocks not forming part of a piping system shall not be permitted in watertight subdivision
bulkheads.

(w) Lea or othet heht sensiti'e materials shall not be used in systems which penetrate wdtertit
subdivision bulkheads, where deterioration of such systems in the event of fire would impair the
watertight integrity of the bulkheads,

I0 (i) No doors, manholes, or access openinp are permitted:

(1) in the collision bulkhead below the relevant bulkhead deck;

(2) in watertight trarsverdk bulkheads dividingi cargo space from an adjoining cargo space.
exiept as provided in paragraph (k) of this Regulation.

aii) Except as provided in sub.-paigraph (t) of this paragraph, the collision bulkhead may be pierced
S"() below the relevant bulkhead deck by not more than one pipe for dealing with fluid in the fopeak

tank. provided that the pip is fitted with a screwdown valve capable of being operated from above
the immersion limit line, the valve chest being secured inside the forepeak to the collision bulkhead.

( iii) If the forepeak is divided to hold two different kinds of liquids the Administration may allow the
collision bulkhead to be pierced below the relevant bulkhead deck by two pipes, each of which is
fitedis required by sub-paragraph (ii) of this paragraph, provided the Administration is satisfied
that there is no practical alternative to the fitting of such a second pipe and that, having regard to
the additional subdivision provided in the forepeak, the safety of the ship is maintained.

(d) Within spaces containing the main and auxiliary propelling machinery including boilers serving the needs
of propulsion not more than one door apart from the doors to shaft tunnels may be fitted in each main transverse
ulkhesd. Where two or more shafts are fitted the tunnels shall be connected by an intercommunicating passage.

There Il be only one door between the machinery space and the tunnel spaces where two shafts are fitted and
only two doors where there are more than two shaft A tnese doors shall be of the sliding type and shall be
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located so as to have thei silis as highl pa.;ticable. The hand ear for operating these doors shall be situated
above the immersion Iimit line and outside the spaces ;.ontaining the machinery if this is consistent with a
satisfactory arrangiement of the necebsay gearing.

el i) Watertight doors sh4ll be Aiding uoois t.r hinged doors or doors of an equivalent type. Plate doors
secured only by bolts and ,'.ols r.qluiued to be closed by dropping or by the action of a dropping
weight are not permitted.

(i) Sliding doors may be etahc;t
hand operated onlh. is power operated as well as hand operated.

O(i) Authorized watertight dooms may therefore be divided into three Classes:

Class I -- hinge':
Crau 2 - hand opeiateh lthni iisn;
Class 3 - sliding d,'4, whicha td power operated as well as hand operated.

(iv) The means of uperatio;n c. :.n% "i tertigt door whether power operated or not shall be capable of
losing the dotr with 'h. .i;. iit.l io I ; degrees either way.

v In all classes oi warirlit , :;idicators shall be fitted which show, at all operating stations from
wlhch :he doors arc i;..: vm %is,'. wnether the doors are open or closed. If any of the watertight doors.
o whitever Class. is n,, :.ticd %u as tol enable it to be closed from a central control station. it shall
be provided with a nWLhanw.al. electnal. telephonic, or any other suitable direct means of ;ommuni-
cation, enabling th.- otficer of the watch promptly to contact the person who is responsible tor
closing the door in question. under previous orders.

i 1') Hinged doors (Clans i :,hall Ibe I'itised %% ith quiak action cl sing devices, such as catches, workable from
acli side of the bulkhead.

ig Hand oper3aled sliding doorn 14. i.4,. .. :na, have a horizontal or vertical motion. It shall be possible to
.perate the mechanism At the aoutr ,sei froni either side. and in addition, from an accessible position above the
immersion lin:ut line. with an aJl rr-,.1 .'rank motion. -'r k)me other movement providing the same guarantee of
safety and of an approved type. Iepaiiies e from tht requirement o" operation on both sides may be allowed, if
?his requirement is imposihie ,.win t.i tl.e ;.I otuti oi the spaces. When operating a hand gear, the time necessary
tom the complete closure of the d..%: wim, 'ise blip upright 4hall not exceed 90 seconds.

* "sh) itI Power toperated sliding do'... (lass 31 ia,.. have a vertical or horizontal motion. If a door is required
to he puwer operated from ,A :cnlral 4;.rutrl. the gearing shall be so arranged that the door can be
operated by power also at the ,oui itsell from hNith sides. The arrangement shall be such that the
dooir will lose automnat;,.aly it otpeniei by local control after being closed from the central coni roll.
and also such that ny dor can be kept closed by lo.al systems which will prevent the door trum
beingo pened trom the upp r control. I o,al control handles in connection with the power gear =hail
be pr wiled eaC i J ,.f I L.' hulklhead anj ihtall he so arranged as to enable persons passing through
the d,,orwas it, hold hoth lndles in the open position without being able to set the closing
inechanit;, in op':rath i.'.illi: P:,%er tverated sliding doors shall be provided with r.:nI c .
wtrkable at ihe door itwil ton ithiier siJ, and trum an accessible pusitiun above the imn;rsuI, Ii;nUt
line. %ith ain all rotnd oink ar,, ion cor vitoe other movement providing the same guarantee of
4 41fety and of an appri.vec, pe. Provision shall he made to give warnings by sound signal that the
dut ha begun to ,h. .nd will continue to move until it is completely closed. The door shall take
a sufficient time to Jose to en.iire safety.

I il) There ihall he at least tis independent power sources capable of opening and closing all the doors
under control. eac;h utthen .rahle of opcrating all the doors simultaneously. The two power
sources shall be controlled Isoni the central station on the bridge provided with all the necessary
indicators for che.:king thit e-tch of the two powep sources is cap.able of giving the tequirea service
satisfactorily.

(iii) In the case if hy'di wulic opea ion. each power source shall consist of a pump capable of closing all
doors in not more than eO sa-ontis In addition, there shall be for the whole installation hydraulicaccumulators of sutf.cir.nt capacity to operate all the doors at least three times. i.e. closed-open-
closd. The fluid ulsed shall he tine which does not freeze at any of the temperatures liable to beencountered by the ship during it, service.

III ( d) Thefud ued watall ae In whc osntfez tayo h e pere libe uob

~i' (i) Hinged watertight doors IClass I) in passenger. crew and working spaces are only permitted above
a deck the underside of which, at its lowest point at side, is at least 7 feet (or 2.13 metres) above
the deepest subdivision Ioadline.
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(ii) Watertight doors, the sills af which are above the deepest subd!vision loadline and below the line
specified in suh-varagraph (i of this paragraph shall be sliding doons and ma% he hand operated
(Clas 21. cx,:ept in ship where N is 1200 or more in which al; such doors shall he poAe- oper.-.e..
When trunk%-2a;.s in cotinection wit, rettiger3ted cargo and ventijatior. or iorcea dj.ught dth13, art
carried throug!: more thar: one main watertight subdivision bulkhead. the Jdor.% at such openings
shall be operated by po,.cr

•, Q) Watertig~ht doors which may sometimes be opened at sea. and the sills of" which are helo% the decpe-'sbdivision loadlwe. shall be sliding doors. The following rules shall apply:

(i') when the number of such doors (excluding doors at entratces tt. shaft tunnei-; exceeds fic
al. of these door% and those at tbe entrance to shaft tunrny;, cr ventnaion or , rau.t
ducts. shall be Power operated (Class 3' and shall be capable of being simultaneous.v Lli..eJ
fiom a zen.ral sta;, r situated or; the bridge:

t-l k hi'en [fie number of such doors fixcluding doors at entrances to shaft tunnelsi is greater that:
onte. but doe..not exceed five,
- where the ship has no pas'enge' spaces below the immersiLn limit line. ali th- aove.

mentoned doors may he hand operated (Class 2):
h!) where the ship has passenger spaces below the immersion limit line all the abova.

nsenitned dors shall be power ope:3ted (Class 3) and shall he capable of boin.
stmultaneousl, closed from a central station situated on the bridge,

(3) in any ship where there are only two such watertight doors and they are into or within the
, space containing machinery, the Administration mdv allow these two doors to be hand

operited or.1% (Ci 2).

(k) (iA If the Adrn7nistration is satisfied that such doors are essenita! watertight doors of satisiactor.
cunst;L;.;, may hc fitted in watertight bulkheads dividing carg., between deck spaces. Such door%
may be hinged. rolling or sliding doors but shall not be remotely controlled. They shall be fit.ted at
the highest level and as far from the shell plating as practicable. hut in no case shall the out..o, "
vertical edges be situated at a distance from the shell plating which is less than 0.2B1 . such distance
being measured at right angles to the centreline of the ship at the level of the deepest subdivision
loadline.

(ii) Such doors shall be clscd before the voyage commences and shall he kept closed durin: naviaaton.
and the time of opening such doois in port and of closing them before the ship leaves purl shall l.-
entered in the lop book. Should any of the doors he accessible during the voyage, they shall le fitted
with a device whih preven: unaumrniized opening. When it is proposed t fit su-'h doors. the
number and arrangements shall receive the speciai consideration of the Admmisiraiton

(1) Portable plates on bulkheal., shall not he permitted except in machinery spaces. Such plates shall always
be in place before the ship le2ves pc r,. and shall not be removed during navigation except in case of urgent
necess:i.. The necessar% precatitionI sh.d' be taken in replacing !hem to enctire that the joints sh.!l he watertight.

in) All watertight doors shall be kept closed during navigation except when necessaril, opened for tht: working
, of the ship. and shall always be ready to be immediately closed.

(n) (i) Where trunkways or tunnels for piping. or for any other purpose are carried through main transverse
watertight bulkheads. they shall be watertight and in accordance with the requirements of
Regulation 17. The access to at least one end of each such tunnel or trunkway, if used as a passage
at sea. shall be through a trunk extending watertight to a height sufficient to permit access abhive
the relevant bulkhead deck. The aczess to the other end of the trunkway or tunnel m.a% be through
a watertight door of the type required by its location in the ship. Such trunkways or tunnels shall
not extend through the first subdivision bulkhead abaft the collmon bulkhead.

(id) Where it is proposed to fit tunnels or trunkways for forced draught, piercing main transverse water-
tight bulkheads. these shaOl receive the special consideration of the Administration.

Rqp tion IS.- Openings in the Shell Plating below the nmnion Limit Line
(a) The number of openin in the shell plating shall be reduced to the minimum compatible with the design

and proper working of the ship.

(b) The arrangement and efficiency of the means for closing any opening in the shell plating shall be consistent
with its intended purpose and the position in w.ich it is fitted and generally to the satisfaction of the Admminstra.

V,- tion.

.
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() (i) If in a between deck the sills of any sidescuttles are below a line drawn parallel to the immersion
limit line at side and having its lowest point 0.0258, above the deepest subdivision loadline. all
sidescuttles in that between deck shall be of the non-opening type.

() All sidescuttles, the sills of which are below the immersion limit line, other than those required to
be of a non-opening type by sub-paragraph (i) of this paragraph, shall be of such construction as will
effectively prevent any person opening them without the consent of the Master of the Aip

iit) (1) Where in a between deck the sills of any of the sidescuttles referred to in sub-paragraph 6i) of
this paragraph are below a line drawn parallel to the immersion limit line. ind having its lowe'a
point 4% feet (or 1.37 metres) + 0.025B, above the water when the ship departs from any
port. all the sidescuttles in that between deck shall be closed watertight and locked before the
ship leaves port. ind they shall not be opened before the ship arrives at the r.ext port. In the
application of this sub-paragraph the appropriate allowance for fresh wazer may he mide when
applicable.

(2) The time of opening such sides.:uttles in port and of closing and locking them he-l,.e the %hip
leaves port shall be entered in such !og book as may be prescribed by the Adminiz-:ation.

(d) Efficient hinged inside deadlights arranged so that they can be easily and effectively closed and secured
watertight shall be fitted to all sidescuttles except that abaft 0.125L, from the forward terminal of Ls and above
a line drawn parallel to the immersion limit line and having its lowest point at a height of 12 feet
to)t 3.66 metres)+ 0.025B, above the deepest subdivision loadline the deadlights may be ports~le in patserget
iccommodation other than that for steerage passengers. unless the deadliihs -re required by the Iriectra:ior.
Convention on Load Lines. 1966 to be permanently attached in their proper positions. Such portabie deadliglits
• hall be stdwed adjacent to the sidescuttles they serve.

le) Sidescuttles and their deadlights. which will not be acce%sible during navigation, shall be closed and secured
before the ship leaves port.

1) (i) No sidescuttles shall be fitted in any spaces which are appropriated exclusively to the carac of
cargo.

(i) Sidescuttles may, however, be fitted in spaces appropriated alternatively to the carnage ot cargo or
passengers, but they shall be of such construction as will effectively prevent any person opening
them or their deadlights without the consent of the Master of the ship.

(ii) If cargo is carried in such spaues, tie sidescuttles and their deadlights shall be closed watertight and
locked before the cargo is shipped and such closing and locking shall be recorded in such log hook
as may be prescribed by the Administration.

ig) Automatic ventilating sidescuttles shall not be fitted in the shell plating below the immersion limit line
without the special sanction of the Administration.

(h) The number of scuppers. sanitary discharges and other similar openings in the shell plating shall be reduced
to the minimum either by making ea,.h dis,;harge serve for as many as possble of the sanitar. and other pipes. or
-i any other satisfactory manner.

(i) i) All inlets and discharlies in the shell piating shall be fitted with efficient and accessible arrangements
for preventing the accidental admission of water into the ship. Lead or other heat sensitive materials
shall not be used for pipes fitted outboard of shell valves in inlets or discharges. or any other
application where the deterioration of such pipes in the event of fire would give rise to danger of
flooding.

(i) (I) Except as provided in sub-paragraph (iii) of this paragraph. each separate discharge led through
the shell plating from spaces below the immersion limit line shall be provided either with one
automatic non-return valve fitted with a positive means of closing it from above the imilersion
limit line or, alternatively, with two automatic non-return valves without such means, the upper
of which is so situated above the deepest subdivision loadline as to be Aways accessible for
examination under service conditions, and is of a type which is normally closed.-

(21 Where a valve with positive means of closing is fitted, the operating position above the
immersion limit line shall always be readily accessible, and means shall be provided for
indicating whether the valve is open or closed.

(iii) Main and auxiliary sea inlets and discharges in connection with machinery shall be fitted with readily
accessible cocks or valves between the pipes and shell plating or between the pipes and fabricated
boxes attached to the shell plating.
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i 1j I0 Gangway. cargo and bunkering station ports fitted below the immersion limit line shall be of
sufficien, strength. They shall be effectively closed and secured watertight before th' ship leaves
port. and shall be kept closed during navigation.

(ii) Such ports shall be in no case fitted so as to have their lowest point below the deepest subdi istin
loadline.

(k) (it The inboard opening of each rubbish-shoot, etc., shall be fitted with an etficient co'cr.

(ii) If the inboard opening is situated below the immersion limit line the cover shall be watertight. and
in addition an automatic non-return valve shall be fitted in the shoot in an casik accessible positi-,1
above the deepest subdivision loadline. When the shoot is not in use both the cover and the vjl~c
shall be kept closed and secured.

Regulation 16 - Construction and Initial Tests of Watertight Doors. Sidescuttles. etc.

4a) (i The design. materials and construction of all watertight doors. sidescuttles, gangway. cargo ind
other ports, valves. pipes. and rubbish-shoots referred to in these Regulations shall be to the sait±a, -
tion of the Administration.

I ii) The frames of vertical watertight doors shall have no groove at the bottom in which dirt might lod-_'
ar prevent the Jo.i closing properl).

(iii) All cocks and valves for sea inlets and discharges below the immersion limit line and all fittings
.. .,outboard of such cocks and valves shall be made of steel, bronze or other approved ductile material.

Ordinary cast iron or similar materials shall not be used.

(b) Each watertight door shall be tested by water pressure to a head up to the immersion limit line. The test
shall be made before the ship is put in service, either before or after the door is fitted.

Regulation 17 -- Construction and Initial Tests of Watertight Decks, Trunks, etc.

)at Watertight decks. trunks. tunnels, duct keels and ventilators shall be of the same strength as watertight
bulkheads at corresponding le'els. The means used for making them watertight. and the arrangements adopted
for closing openings in them. shall be to the satisfaction of the Administration. ,aiertight ventilators and trunks
shall be carried at least up to the immersion limit line.

ib) After completion, a hose or flooding test shall be applied to watertight decks and a hose test to %atertight
trunks, tunnels and ventilators.

Regulation 18 - Watertight Integrity above the relevant Bulkhead Deck

ij) Th. Adninistratitn ma% reotuire that all reasonable and practicable measures shall be taken to hmi, the
ent% s;.' spit., o: %atee: abo :he4c relevant bulkhead deck. Such mejisures ma.% inclu-. p.:ti,, ouil;.,' or
webs. %A hen partial watertight bulkheads and webs are fitted on the rele .int bulkhead deck. above or in the
immediate vicinity of main subdivision bulkheads, they shall have watertight shell and relevant bulkhead deck
connections so as to restrict the flow of water along the deck when the ship is in a heeled damaged condition.
Where the partial watertight bulkhead does not line up with the bulkhead below, the relevant bulkhead deck
between shall be made effectively watertight.

(hi The deck at the immersion limit line or a deck above it shall be weathertight in the sense that in ordinary
* sea conditions water will not penetrate in a downward direction. All openings in the exposed weather deck shall

have coamings of ample height and strength and shall be provided with efficient means for expeditiously closing
them weathertight. Freeing ports, open rails and/or scuppers shall be fitted as necessary for rapidly clearing the
weather deck of water under all weather conditions.

(c) Sidescuttles, gangway, cargo and other ports and other means for closing openings in the shell plating above
the immersion limit line shall be of efficient design and construction and of sufficient strength having regard to
the spaces in which they are fitted and their positions relative to the deepest subdivision loadline.

(dl Efficient inside deadlights. arranged so that they can oe easily and effectively closed and secured watertight,
shall be provided for all sidescuttles to spaces below the first deck above the immersion limit line.

Regulation 19 - Bilge Pumping Arlangements

lal Ships shall be provided with an efficient bilge pumping plant capable of pumping from and draining any
watertight compartment which is neither a permanent oil compartment nor a permanent water compartment
under all practicable conditions after a casualty whether the ship is upright or listed. For this purpose wing

'/.-",.- •~~~ ~ 4*. - -- " . ,.' ,... .:-



.ItM3 will . aeraly be necessary except in narrow compartments at the ends of the ship. where one 3u.io0i

,.ia be sufficien. In compartments of unusual form, additional suctions may be reqwred. Arrangements shall
', made whreby water in the compartment may find its way to the suction pipes. Where in relation to
pirticular compartments the Administration is satisfied that the provision of drainage may be unde5irabl, it
.i allow such provision to be dispensed with if calculations made in accordance with the conditions laid do r.

* RetuuLtinn 5 and assumed for the purposes of Regulations 6 and 7 show that the safety of the shi!p will not
he impaired. Efficient means shall be provided for draining water from insulated holds.

I h) ii) Ships sha;1 have at least three power pumps connected to the bilge main, one of which may he
attached to the propelling unit. Where R is more than 0.50, one additional independent power pump

," shall be provided.

(i:j The requirements are summarized in the following table:

Required Subdivision Less than and over
Index R 0.50 0.50

Main engine pump (may be replaced
by one independent pump) ...................

lindependent pumps ......... ...... 2 3

O4 i Sanitary, ballast and general service pumps may be accepted as independent power bilge pumps if
tifted with the necessary connections to the bilge pumping system.

I Where practcable, the power bilge pumps shall be placed in separate watertight compartmeni o arranged
.: iiiated thit these compartments will not readily be flooded by the same damage. If the engines aid boilers

49e in two or more watertight compartments, the pumps available for bilge service shall be distributed throughuut
,hese compartments as far as is possible.

I, On ships z3irfeet (or 100 metres) or more in length nr having R more than 0.50, the arrangemenit oi.dil he
It. lat a( ft.,sto e power pump shall be available for use in all ordinary circumstances in which a ship i11"

h: i1.wtded at ,a. This requirement will be satisfied if:

i ine o" the required pumps is an emergency pump of a reliable submersible type having a source ot
poiwer situated above the relevant bulkhead deck; or

SIi,) (he pumps and their sources of power are so disposed throughout the length of the ship that tinder
any" condition of flooding which the ship is required to withstand, at least one pump in an
und.maged compartment will be available.

is,- 'With the euxeputn'of edditional pump- %hich may be provided for peak compartments only. eazh
required bilge pump shI be arranged to draw water from any space required to be drained by paragraph (al of
6us Regulation.

.f) Each p.)wer bilge pump shall be capable of giving a speed of water through the required main bilge pipe
•lut less than 400 feet (or 122 metres) per minute. Independent power bilge pumps situated in machinery

s-Paces shall have direct suctions from these spaces, except that not more than two such suctions shall be
iis,.J in an) one space. Where two or more such suctions are provided there shall be at least one on the port

,.ie aiJ one on ihe starboard side. The Administration may require independent power bilge pumps situated
• .ther spaces to have separate direct suctions. Direct suctions shall be suitably arranged and those in a

..a hinery spa~e Aiall be of a diameter not less than that required for the bilge main.

j) (i) In addition to the direct bilge suction or suctions required by paragraph (f) of this Regulation there
shall be in the machinery space a direct suction from the main circulating pump leading to the
drainage level of the machinery space and fitted with a non-return valve. The diameter of this direct
suction pipe shall be at least two-thirds of the diameter of the pump inlet in the case of steamships,
and of the same diameter as the pump inlet in the case of motorships.

(ii) Where in the opinion of the Administration the main circulating pump is not suitable for this
purpuse. a direct emergency bilge suction shall be led from the largest available independent power
driven pump to the drainage level of the machinery space; the suction shall be of the same diameter
as the main inlet of the pump used. The capacity of the pump so connected shell exceed that of a
required bilge pump by an amount satisfactory to the Administration.
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(iii The spindle, of the sea inlet and direct suction valves shall extend well above the enpne rown,
platform.

(hi (i) All pipes from the pumps which are required for draining cargo or machiner. spaes shall be
entirely distinct from pipes which may be used for filling or emptying spaces where watei or oil is
carried.

(ii) All bille pipes used in or under fuel storage tanks or in boiler or machinery spaces. including spices
in which oil-settling tanks or oil fuel pumping units are situated, shall be of steel or other appro'ed
material.

(il The diameter of the bilge main shall be calculated according to the following formulae provided thit 'lie
actual internal diameter of the bilge main may be of the nearest standard size acceptable to the Administration

d(ininches)z L.5BI + I

or

d (in millimetres) u 1.68 L(B + D,) + .5

where d = internal diameter of the bilge main (in inches or in millimetres respectivel.%

L. and B, in feet or metres respectively

Ds a moulded depth of ship to immersion limit line at midlength
(in feet or metres respectively).

The diameter of the bilge branch pipes shall be determined by rules to be made by the Administration.

" The arrangement of the bilge and ballast pumping system shall be such as to prevent the possibdit. ut
water passing from the sea and from water ballast spaces into the cargo and machinery spaces. or from one
compartment to another. Special piovision shall be made to prevent any deep tank having bilge and ballast
connections being inadvertently run up from the sea when containing cargo, or pumped out through a bilge pipe
when containing water ballast.

(k) Provision shall be made to prevent the compartment served by any bilge suction pipe being flooded in the
event of the pipe being severed, or otherwise damaged by collision or grounding in any other compartment. For
this purpose. where the pipe is at any part situated nearer the side of the ship than 0.2B, (measured at right
angles to the centreline at the level of the deepest subdivision loadline). or in a duct keel, a non-return valve
shall be fitted to the pipe in the compartment containing the open end.

(I) All the distribution boxes. cocks and valves in connection with the bilge pumping arrangements shall be in
positions which are accessthle at all times under ordinary circumstances. They shall be so arranged that in the
esent of floodin., one of the bilge pumps -r,. he operatiye on an% compartmen'. i- adzinon,, damage t,, -
or its pipe connecting to the bilge main outboard of a line drawn at O.2B , shall not put the bilge system out ot
action. If there is only one system of pipes common to all the pumps. the necessary cocks or valves for controlling
the bilge suctions must be capable of being operated from above th, immersion limit line. Where in addition to

*the main bilge pumping system an emergency bilge pumping system is provided, it shall be independent of the
main system and so arranged that a pump is capable of operating on any compartment under flooding conditions;
in that case only the cocks and valves necessary for the operation of the emergency system need be capable of
being operated from above the immersion limit line.

(m) All cocks and valves mentioned in paragraph (I ) of this Regulation which can be operated from above the
immersion limit line shall have their controls at their place of operation clearly marked and provided with means
to indicate whether they are open or closed.

Regplation 20 - Marking, Periodical Operation and Inspection of Watertight Doon, etc.

(a) Drills for the operating of watertight doors, sidescuttles, valves and cloing mechanisms of scuppers. and
rubbish-shoossshall take place weekly. in ships in which the voyage exceeds one week in duration a complete
drill shall be held before leaving port. and others thereafter at least once a week dunng the voyage. In all ships
all watertight power doors and hinged doors, in main transverse bulkheads, in use at sea, shall be operated
daily.

(b) (i) The watertight doors and all mechanisms and indicators connected therewith, all valves the closing
of which is necessary to make a compartment watertight, and all valves the operation of which its

necessary for damage control cross connections, shall be periodically inspected at sea at least once
a week.

., ,:.-. . .. - - -? .:- . . . . . . . i, - . .. , _ , , . -- , , .. .. .. .. . "
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(i) Such A'alves, doors and mechanisms shall be suitably marked to ensure that they may be properly

used to provide maximum safety.

Regalion 21 - Entes in Los

I10 Hiriged doors, portable plates. sidescuttles, gangway. cargo and other ports and other openinp. which
.'re requirtd by these Regulations to be kept closed during navigation, shall be closed before the shtp leaves
port The time of closing and the time of opening (if permissible under these Regulations) shall be recorded in
su%.h loll hvk as may be prescribed by the Administration.

(b) A record of al! drills and inspections required by Regulation 20 shall be entered in the log book with an
explicit record of any defects which may be disclosed.

kl

..
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Eaclanatory notes to the Regulations

The Assembly at its eighth session when adopting the ReGulationz on
Oubdivision and Stability of Passenger Ships as an equivalent to Part B of

Chapter II of the International Convention for the Safety of Life at Sea, 1960
(: (Resolution A.265(VII)), considered explanatory notes to those flogulations,

which were preparod by the Sub-Conmittee on Subdivision and Stability.

The Assembly agreed that this supporting document was of grcat value in
ensuring the umiform application of the Regulations and rozoamondod its

oirculation to Membor Govornonts and Contracting Governments to the 1960 Safoty
Convontion for infcrzaticn.

The text of the explanatory notes (Annex II of STAB XV/A1) in oattaoh.d
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ZLAN-ZTCRY NOTES TO THE REGMLLTIONiS ON sUBDIVISIOL! I.M,
DU.&VGE STABILITY OF PASSENGER SHIPS LS EUIVZMI TO
PiRT B OF CLPTER II OF TE IlTHEn TIONLL CONVTIOT

POM T SLFETY OF LIFE LT SE, 1960

The following notes are applicable to new Regulations 1-21 which, in

accordance with Resolution .265(VIII), may be taken as equivalent to and a
total altornative to the corresponding provisions of Part B of Chaptcr II of
the International. Convention for the Safety of Lifte at Sea, 1960.

The now Regulations have been prepared in response to Recommendation 6 of
the above Convention.

These notes consist of the following four parts:

I. General Principles;

n. Guidance Notes for Application of Regulations;

III. Guidance for Assembling Input Data and Structuring Output Data;

IV. Basis for the Calculation of Subdivision Index 4..

Part I contains a brief history of the development of the new Regulations
together with an explanation concerning the need for the revision of tha
present requirements. 4dditionally, explanation is given in respect of the
basic philoophy as well as the general principles and practical advantages
of the new requirements.

Parts I and III axe intended for users of the new ReCulations.
Part II gives detailed explanation on each regulation and Part III describes
a reommended form for input and output data.

Part IV provides information for those who wish to study the
theoreticaX-basin for the new Regulations. In this part a sum=Wy of
statistics upen which these Regulations are based is also Givens
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PL=T I - CETRL PRIoTCIPLES

In this part of the cxplanatozy note a general outline of the new

* Subdivicion Reulations in given together with a bricf history of their

* development. More detailed information is precentod in subcequcnt parts.

The regulations dealing with the subdivision of pacscngor ships in the

l'60 Safety Convention were derived from studiec ca=ied out prior to and

S-after the first Intanational Scfcty Conference of 1913-1914. These studies

took place mainly during the period 1912-1924 and wore influenced by then

existing ships. The 1960 Safety Convention regulatione therefore, in the

main, do not take into account evolution in ship design and advances in

* knowledge over about the pact 50 years.

Shp docign has changed considerably since then and with the passage of

time the precent method has become less meaningful as regarda safety.

Additionally, from a more ooprehensive study, cart-in flawo in the method

have boon disclosed.

Among the defects of the existing subdivision regulationa of the 1960

Sfiety Convention which wore considered as a raoan for their revision are:

The formulae for the Criterion of Service have become obsolete

because the relationship between the volumoe of different opaces

within the ship's hull (which was introduced in these formulae in a

hidden wy) has changed since those formulae were produced. Improvents

in machinery decign have permitted higher power within less apace.
Thore has been a demand for more apacious passenger accommodations

causing them to be located to a greater dcree abovo the bulkhead dock.

In coasequence, the safety Standard applied to a ship whose primary

," function in the carriage of passengers ha depreciated.

The realationz in the 1960 Safoty Convention do not take in*. ac, ,unt

the fact that for cany given bulkhead arrangement quite different extents

of flocding can arise as a result of varying dcmage length which is a

random quantity.

* . - * * *.-- - . .
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- The ziethod employed in the 1960 Safety Convention does not take

full account of the effects of ship proportions, of operation

at draughts less than the load draught, of variations in

permeability, or of stability flooded on the degree of safety.

These and some other deficiencies of the regulations in the 1960 Safety

Convention lead to an incorrect estimate of the ship's safety. In particular,

i the method used in the 1960 Safety Convention calls two ships equally safe if

they have the same value of subdivision factor though these ships may have

quite different actual capabilities to withstand damage.

'At the International Ccfezence on Safety of Life at Sea, 1960 several

* countries, including Federal Republic of Germany, Italy, Japan, the

*i United States and the Soviet Union, submitted proposals for amendments to

Chapter II of the 1948 Safety Convention in respect of subdivision and

damage stability regulations. Although these proposals were not accepted by

* the Conference, it was agreed that improvement in these regulations was

desirable. In Recoendation 6, the Conference noted that 3VO should, at

the earliest practicable date, carry out investigations directed towards

improvement.

A principal task of the LEO Sub-Committee on Subdivision and Stability,

established in 1962, has been to carry out this work.

In 1967, after many preliminary studies, the Sub-Comnittee established

the Ad Hoc Group for the preparation of new Regulations.

Since establishment of the Sub-Coumittee, and including the Ad Hoc Group,

more than 25 intem~n'irnal meetings have been held and more than 150 relevant

papers bar been considered.

The background theoretical and experimental work ham been eztensive and

has involved a high degTee of cooperation among countries both in undez alkirg

this work and in the discussions within the Sub-Committee. It may be also

said that the new Regulations reflect a considerable degree of contribution

from all Ilmbers of the Sub-Cocnittee.
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In preparing the new Subdivision Regulations the following main premises

were taken as a basis:

- The level of safety provided by the new Regulations should, in
general, be similar to that given by the 1960 Safety Convention.

- The degree of safety should increase with the ship length and
the total number of persons which the ship is certified to carry.

.as a criterion of the degree of safety an index of subdivision

which is a measure of the ship's ability to surive after damage
should be used. This index should reflect the effect of bulk-
head spacing, stability, and other features relevant to this
ability.

- Since a purely probabilistic approach to evaluation of safety

would lead in some cames, to design of ships with unacceptable
vulnerability in some part of their length, the regulations
should include specific mini==z standards for compsartmentation

and damage stability leading to approximately the sane degree of

safety in these respects, as is provided by the Regulations of

the 1960 Safety Convention.

The most important and principal distinction of the new R.gulations is
the use of the probabilistic approach.

As it is well known, many factors actually affecting the final
consequences of ship hull daage are random and their influence is different
for ships with different characteristics. For example, it is obvious that

in ships of similar size carrying different amounts of cargo, quite similar

damages Day lead to different results because of differences in the range of

permeability and draught during orvice.

Dun to this fact, the effect of damage to a ship with given watertight

subdivision depends on the following circumstances:

- which particular compartment or g-oup of adjacent compartments

is flooded!
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- the draught and intact stability at the time of damage;

- the permeability of affected spaces at the time of damage;

- the sea state at the moment of damage;

' " - other factors such as possible heeling moments due to

unsymmetrical weights.

Some of these circumstances are interdependent and the relationship
between then and their effects may vary in different cases.

For these reasons and because of mathematical complexity as well as
insufficient data, it is not practicable to make an exact or direct assess-

Ment of their effect on the probability that a particular ship will survive
a damage if it occurs. Bowever, accepting some approximations or qualitative

Judgents, a logical treatment may be achieved by using the probability
approach as the basis of a comparative method for the assessment and
regulation of ship safety.

The probability of ship's survival includes the following probabilities:

- the probability of flooding each single compartment and each
possible group of two or more adjacent compartments;

- the probability that the residual buoyancy after flooding of

a omprtment (or a group of two or more adjacent compartments)
Snder consideration will be sufficient to provide for survival;

- the probability that the stability after flooding a compartment
(or a group of two or uore adjacent corpartments) will be

sufficient to prevent capsizing or dangerous heeling due to loss
of stability or to heeling moment.

It may be demonstrated by means of the probability theory that the
probability of ship survival should be calculated as a sun of probabilities
of her survival after flooding each single compartment, each group of two,

three etc. adjacent compartments multiplied, respectively, by the probabilities
of much damages as lead to the flooding of the corresponding compartment or
group of compartments.
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The principles of evaluation of the probability of flooding of any given

compartment or gToup of adjacent compartments are shown in Fig.l.l.

Similarly principles of evaulation of the probability of survival after
flooding of any given compartment or group of adjacent compartments are shown

in Pig. 1.2.

Data analyzed and utilized in preparing the new Regulations include:

- Collision casualty reports giving dav-age dimensions and location
in ship, sea state and other relevant information;

- Voyage reports containing information pertaining to operating
draughts and permeabilities (as well as stability);

- Iodel teats of two dama.3ed ships in waves as well as supple-
mentary tests of simplified models of varying bean to determine

the effect of beam-depth ratio.

While the resulting information presently available is considered

insufficient to permit a precise determination of ship survival probability,
the new regulations lead to a comparative evaIuation of ship safety based on
probability principles and specifically provide for:

An objective evaluation of the effect of individual specific ship

features on the safety of the ship. In thio connexion the new

Regulations, without loss in safety, permit greater latitude in
bulkhead arrangement than do the Regulations of the 1960 Safety

Convention.

Possible future improvement in the Regulations, without need for
" .change in their structure, a* additional relevant statistical and

other information ray become available.
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* PAnT I - GU hLNCE NOTES PCa APPLICATI, OF orz r rLATIo.TS

In these notes, reference is made to the numbers of the new Re.-ulationz.
However, where any part of a Regulation is considered sufficiently like its

counterpart in Chapter II of the 1960 Safety Convention, or is other:ise
fully self-evident, no mention is made.

Reculation 1 - Definitions

Paragraph l(b). In effect "the subdivision len-th" (L ) is the mouldcd
over all length of the buoyant part of the intact chip. In contrast to the

' 1erth as defined in Regulation 2(b) of Chapter II of the 1960 Safety Convention,

it is unaffected by changes in the subdivision draught.

Paragraphs l(b), (e) and (f) are illuctratod by Figure 2.1.

Sub-pargraph l(G)(ii). The "lightcst scrvice drauGht" (d0 ) is normally
the anticipated draught with no cargo but with tho ship in cervice conditicn
and with sufficient tank,Ze and ballast to provide the vinimum opraticnrl
motacontric height at that draught proscribed J-n accordance with Regulation 8(b)(i).
However, in the case of ships which may never be operated without at least some
cargo inboard, the anticipated minimun cargo should be includcd.

Sub-paragraph l(G)(:ii). The use of these intcr-modi-to dr-uelto i"
=.Plained under discussion of Regulation 6(d)(ii).

Paragraph 1(h) is illuctratod by Figure 2.2.

Laoanl tion 2 - Subdivision Inden

This Regulation requircs that cafoty shall incroasc as L and N .ze

increased, but that the rate of increase of safety shall, for practical reasons,

iinish to,,-.ds the higher end of the scale.

It m7y.be noted that officers and crew are included in the evaluation of

N, not only for humanitarian reasons but also because it was found that such

inclusion evidently resulted in a better evaluation of the chip's service.

That is to say, lu--uzy and cruise chips, devoted virtually exclusively to

pasanGors, tend to have larcer crews than ships of about the same size and

aptasneor numbers, but which depend upon ca-go revenue for part of their in.omc.

...-.... .... . -...... - - •. " , -. - -
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Fi-mue 2.1 - Ilustrati of "subdiviion legzth", "relevant
bM"-khad deck" an "ie zio, limit Ul.e".: - 1ton , 1 (b), (0) ( )

n~ , M EASURED PARA.LLEL T.O _

ThE SUBDIVISION LOADLLINE

SIDE SHELL CCS Nqt COMPLY WITH R & '5

- Ls

" '- - I- j\~~

SIDE SHELL DOES COMPLY WITH RE; 15

-;- !

relevant bulkhead deck
hOimemioxx liit un.e
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11pu 2.2(a) - muntration of "effective morn ae
fr~b~id ~ B6Ultion 1(h)

MiDLE NGTH

FLOODED COMPARTMENT(S).-\

Mhe distance 0. 2 B 2 may be mmee.d pez'pendtoula to the
damc wtelinet or Ppenudicular to the subdvson~ loadline.

Mhe difference is negligible for rglatory purposes.

Figure 2.2(b) 1311, uzation of limit an P ±oweod by
openings In the bulkheu" ok

UPRIGHT DAMAGE W.L

INCLINED DAMAGE WL

2he &Ad4n~stzratian my detendue In each owae if the Inzi2ned

f4j* ilL can be assmed to We tbrou* he sntrsection point a,
with negligible difference Sn Of.

11 shall not be taken " m1 than 1/ 2 a Of %ae Of3I
th angle at 1b uttrwy cc otbar opeings In the bulkhead deck

we. SIneod.

. ,. z . .-t
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Ptrr.Gpb 2(c). Forcla (I) in bcxod upon r. cono±~eration of the rc- lt
of calcul-ations of the Siubdivjcion Ind-Ac= '" for a. :-creocntatVe cp~c

exiatina passaenger ships com. lying~ with the requize-icnts of the 1960 Saf oty

Convenltion.

Dccauz=e the fculations in the 1960 Safety Convention uznecr which thoc

chins wore conostrtucted -xe illcgical (fohr ~acono statcd in Part I) it would

00 WUri3ingl if t73Oo A ValUCG did not c~hcxw ccna-4dc:ble sccatt'or.

1After avclyii thie ch=r.otc-trict4 cc of these chiic =d4 cnricierim% the
inflencof teir asotial docipi parza~terc, as wall a.- the rcsults

of0 com~e docign atw~ios, it xzas concluded that, for acu ships, A v.alues appzociably

better th:an atta.ed by at lcoaot comec of thcoe e;: cting chips, could be rea-ized
1without econouio or zae.-ice pcnalty.

The ccci'ficicnts of fc=%la (1) were aocor'in1y celectod auch that .~

corrc-ponda to about the median of the attained "*, valus of the entire aar~ple,
i.e., no ac to cornresporA about to the cvcra,-e sa~fety of existing shipz. This
in iSdown by 2iguro 2.3.1/

ParagraPh 2(c), togother with sub-p,6rc.CTapho 5(b)(i) and (ii), rat4Lin a
z.scatio:'.hip betwon liect'Ccne con_,cartr-ent cta:L , i:ilcx in ir.tcnti;on
to iRo-ulationo 1(d) and 5(e) of rl=.nter 11 of the 1550 Safety Ccnvcntion.

*However, this new Roe;%aation provides for a Cadual increase in the safety
stacdard in contrast to the abrupt incwease which often raesulto from -,;:plication
oa: the RoGulations of the 1960 Safety Convention.

Poaaraph 2(d) pr,-)video for rel-tion of the safety standazrd at the
K ~ discretion of the A~rinistrttion arnd is canalJoCouo to '.eculations 1(c),

*5(8)(1)!2) and 5(a)'ii) of Chw~te:: 13 of the '960 Safety Convenition.

,/It should be mc-itioned that the pointc in this- gp'ah were obtained by r30an3
of the forculae used in previouc d=aft regulations. Howtever, it is
concidcred that the difA'.ornce in rcsu:Ltc rfter application of tlhe latest
forzulae will iot be ui~nificant.
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ReGlation 3 - S]eci~l Rulles Concern-ing Subdivision

Paragraphs 3(a) and (b), in effect,take the place of Regulations 6(c) and
(d) respectively of Chapter II of the 1960 Safety Convention.

Re.zulation 4 - Permeability

Paragraph 4(b) based upon analysis of actual chip operating data is

locical. For ships having a scall range of operating draughts (due

appreciably if not entirely to variations in tankage), the likelihood is

high that cargo spaces may be only slightly occupied or empty even when the

chip is near d On the other hand, for ships havinG a Greater range of

operating draughts, there is greater iL-elihood th-.t sorue of this draught

ron~e will be due to variations in cargo end therefore that cargo spaces
my be occupied by some cargo at any draught. Lt the same time, for any

g iven chip, the possibility that cargo spaces =,y be only partially filled

or even empty increases as operating draught is reduced.

Re;"ulation 5 - Subdivision and Danams Stability

Studies of the subdivision and damane otability of existing long and
short voyage ships, which comply with the 1960 Safety Convention, showed

that there was no consistent relationship bctwecn ship lcn-th =rd the

required compartentaticn standard corresponding to the factor of subdivision.

On the other hand, apart from scatter, it was found that Regulations 5(d) and

(e) of Chapter II of the 1960 Safety Convention do roughly differentiate

between one and two compartment ships accordir" to tho total numbcr of

*-" persons aboard - as is shown in Figure 2.4. Consequently the corpprtment

Sstandard prescribed by this new Regulation is dependent upon K . only as

* defined in Regulationo 2(o) and (d) and already cntioned.

'..-,A............
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Wab-paxogaph 5(b)(i) provi.des that ships me as safe in respect to

damo.s at Mwe sp.cified eise as they as. to-d Chapter 3 of the 1960 Safet~y
CamentLcao Probabilistio evaluati of the affect of vuariatin In damage

ize is dealt with by Reulatins 6(o) and 7.

Sib-pWzavzphn 5(b)(1) and 5 (b)(1) have ith effect oft

1* 3.quiig a me camar~tot standard for valus of N for wich newly
a. e saple ships have factor of subdivision values greater than 0.5.

2. Requiring, progre.vely, in edition a two occartot standard for
part of the length forward for values of N for which awe sample ship. have a

factra of sbdivisian greate than 0.5 wIle for other such ships the factor

of udAvisican in less,

o Rquirng a two accwart t standard tbrouct, for values of N for
which nearly all sMple sLps have factor of mbd ivision values loss than 0.5,

The method Of aplicatin of uub-peiesph 5(b)(ii) is shom by Plaure 2.5.

Plgur 2.5 - Illustration *1 the A lioatiax of
sub-paregraph 5(b)(iISto a ship
With Ni-9001

NEED ONLY BE ABLE TO IUST BE ABLE TO WITHSTAND

r TTAND PAMAeQE WIT141N VAMAJE ON ANY BULKHEAD

TWO ADJACENT BULKHEADS. GFRWARD IF THI S BULKHIEAD. I
BULKHEAD DICK

*"1 I

Two oatiptoet stanmdard in required for a Proportion of the
ship 1nrth abaft the for-xd tima#, give by

( I - )LO , i , om.

i " " .. . ' .. . . . - . _ L : " ' "' " 'T < 'J _"2
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*'"-"Sub-paragraph 5(b)(iii) has essentially the same intent as the corresponding*

Regulation 7(d)(iii) in the 1960 Safety Convention but is more explicit.

Sub-paragraph 5(c)(i) takes the place of Regulation 7(f) of Chapter II of

the 1960 Safety Convention. Principally, it corrects the weakness in that

Regulation which permits acceptance of conditions wherein a damaged ship

simultaneously might have only 2 inches (or 0.05 metre) metacentric height

and only 3 inches (or 0.076 metre) freeboard, or other unrealistically low

values despite the fact that chances of surviving such a condition are, as is

shown in Figure 2.6, non-existent.

Figure 2.6

0.
RESIDUAL FREEBOARD 76zm

m00

cn0.

05 10 15

HE1. ANGLE - DE~r' S

GZ curves for a 100 m Vehi-le Ferry.

The formulae for the minimum residual GM have Lhe effect of providing:

(a) some allowance for a possible heeling moment due to an unsymmetrical

distribution of persons on board; and

(b) an absolute minimum value of GM dependent on the beam and the freeboard

after-amage.

Sub-paragraph 5(c)(i)(2) corrects the ambiguity of Regulation 7(f)(ii) of

Chapter II of the 1960 Safety Convention and reflects the view of a majority of

Sub-Committee Members that the maximum permissible heel for final flooding should

be less than 15 degrees.

(I
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Sub-paragraph 5(c)(i)(3) in contrast to Regulation 7(f)(iii) of Chapter II

of the 1960 Safety Convention eliminates any vertical limit to immersion within

the flooded compartment or compartments, and prescribes that elsewhere in the

ship the relevant bulkhead deck at side shall not be immersed. The Sub-Committee

felt that a 3 inch (0.076 m) margin line, in association with the other

provisions of these new Regulations, would be trivial and unnecessary.

Sub-paragraphs 5(c)(iii) and (iv) specify what may seem obvious - that heel

. before equalization or during any intermediate stage flooding shall not result

in progressive flooding. That is to say, it may immerse the "relevant bulkhead

- deck" or even the "immersion limit line" but shall not immerse either deck or

bulkhead openings through which extension of flooding can take place.

Sub-paragraph 5(c)(iv) leaves to Administrations to decide what stability

may be sufficient during intermediate stages of flooding. However for purposes

of uniformity in applying the Regulations, a minimum righting arm of 0.05 m

* may be recommended.

Reflecting the practice of Administrations with experience in dealing

! with this problem, the heel before equalization or at any intermediate stage

is also limited to 20 degrees.

In regard to equalization time, it was found that the provision of

Regulation 7(e) of Chapter II of the 1960 Safety Convention was interpreted

differently. To avoid this ambiguity it was considered necessary to specify

that the required equalization time relates to equalization to the limits

specified in sub-paragraphs 5(c)(i)(2) and (3). At the same time, recognizing

that equalization to complete equilibrium may take appreciably longer, it was

considered that the time to attainment of those heel limits should not be more

than 10 minutes.

Pkragraph 5(d), together with sub-paragraph 5(b)(iii), defines the

conditions and assumptions under which damage stability calculations are to be

made and are much more explicit and unambiguous than the corresponding provisions

of Chapter II of the 1960 Safety Convention.
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The requirement concerninG calculations dealing with equalization means that

if a cross-connected side tank is damaged it shall be assurmed to reach equilibriuz

l with the sea prior to commencement of equalization. However, if there is sufficient

free area tlrouph which water can flow such as lightening holes these provisions

do not apply.

Re,-ulation 6 - Attained Subdivision Index A

For the purposes of Re-ulation 6, except as provided in sub-para-raph 6(a)(iii),

the specifications as to damage extent given in Regulation 5 do not apply. aowever,

the long.tudinal extent of damage and related extent of flooding used in calculatinC

a, p and s should be mutually consistent and the vertical extent of damage used

for purposes of foriula (VIII), should be that resulting in the least value of s.

Under sub-paragraphs 6(a)(ii) and 6(d)(iii), even for a ship required by

Regulation 5 to be built to one compartment standard, if the placing of bulkheads

and draught and trim axe such that in a pext of the length, it is possible to obtc-in

"-" -an "s" value more than zero after flooding of two or more adjacent compartments

=%der the conditions specified tberein, the contribution of such a flooding-

condition to the l aps may be included.

In circumstances where sub-paraaraph 6(a)(iii) applies, the additional

contribution due to damage penetratinc into the inboard spaces may also be

included. In such case formula (II) becomes:

- =1 ap[sr + Sc(1-r)J

where a = s after flooding of only wing compartlmnts

sc = a after flooding of both wing and inboard compartments.

"hether or not sub-paragraph 6(a)(iii) applies, damage may be assumed

as limited to only wing spaces if "p" is taken as multiplied by "r".

Parcgrrlphs 6(b) and (c) contain formulae (III) and (IV) which are based

upon an analysis of collision casualty data.

V~
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Fo=l3a (II) in effect assume@ a damage density distribution alo the

ship lenth approximately as shown in Fige 2.7.

Figure 2.7

. .,ql . ................

Forula (IV), in effoot, aumes for ships up to 200 metres L that

damges whch my oocur will vary from 0 to 0.24 L9 in onitudinal extent
vithanedian longitudinal extent of about 0.07 LO. For ships above 200 metres L
it asumes that the lonitudinal extent of damage varies between 0 an

48 metres and with a median longitudinal extent of about 14 cetres.

Figure 2.8 illustrates the definitions of p and 1 as uwed in

Formulas (III) andI (IV).

Paragraph 6(d). Formula (VIII) given in .ub-paragzraph (i) is an sepirica1

expression of the forn

i 10.5

a~ J
3L2

",a-es a " --"2 tan G, is the effective freeboard flooded;

' e = GM- in the effective mietacntrio height flooded; and

a is the probability of survival factor.
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FIGME 2.j
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* This agrosalan is based ipa the results of demos stability zode
sa- o ciete in wves and cosideration of probable oollision casuat

am state as Indicated by sea ondition %eparts of collided ship.

The itipliwos of 7oLIA (IX) of sub-pszmgaph 6(d)(ii) in effect give

"a* an obtaine" b7 a Simpson's intgatin Over the zaae of draughts

*betwend ad d a whe the denity function of dzwgt dstibuation is taken

as triangular, with the Mai value at d2and with values at di and d.3 half
*.the r t am. that ia to sayt d i.s armd to be most likely and., a and

are an=.ad eseA to be half as likely,, as hom in Pigue 2.9

114u~e 2.9

i-i

211

he us .of this asmd dra t distribution fimtio is based upo mm~nation

of the ship operating data also considered in respect to variationsa in cargo

* space permeability (already discussed).

* RqmuAtiL 7 - Codbined LoVA:Itudnal and Mf aer.o SubdALtIsic,

- oopt am Provded n Regulation 6(a)(ii.), Reulation 7 need not be
a applied to cnvntial ships in which the tran rses bulkheads extM fro,

side to side.

Isgulati 7 provlAes a mns for evaluating the safety of ships mbsrein
- the spacing of trfavrse bulkes bcnidng the space or spaces inboard of

l tuinal wtertight bulkheads =7 appreciably exceed that of the transverse
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watertight bulkheads separating the outboard co!patumots. For instance, subject

to ccpliance with Regulation 5, and provided that the resultinG "A" value,

calculated according to Regulation 7(b),is at least equal to IT", Regulation 7

pe-mits acceptance of a design having a very long inboard space above a iater-

tight flat or dech: which must be at least 0.B I above the base line but tay be

below the subdivision load line. It rae, be noted that such a design is not

acceptable undor the Re~alations of Chapter Ii of the 1960 Safety Ccnvc-iticr..

1e-ulation 7, therefore, has the effect of pcrnAtting dosigners izproved

latitude to adopt rore efficient arrangements in respect to a ship's service

needs. It is anticipated that this Regulation will have particular application

to vehicle ferries.

This Regulation, in effect is predicated on the assum.ption that floodina
of inboard spaces, if it occurs at all, will be duo only to side damage

penetratinC that dep. This assumption is Justified by the requirement of

sub-paeraraph 7(a)(i) for a horizontal watertiGht division not less than
..3 I above the bane line, which virtually assures that floodinG of inboard

spaces as a result of bottom damage is very iuli:ely.
The reduction factor "r" given by Fornula (X) is based upon examination

of collision cases in which information on both da:=-m penetration and daca-e

SlonGitudinal extent was available. While dan~ges of G eatest longitudinal

e-tent are caused by glancinG impacts and therefore tend to have shallow

* penetrution, e~m.ination of the collision cases shcved that in most cases,
greater lonGitudinal extent was associatod with =oater penetration - that

is to sa,, collisions involving greator enera- absorption. The forrulae for

"r" reflocts this relationship.

PiGure 2.10 illustrates the applicable limits an r :ards to ship arreent
and PiCure2.11 illustrates the definitions of I and b accordin- to sub-

, ,' . . • .
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I-AT LST 0.1 

"X" in the least distance measur~ed at right angles to centrelinet

from ship's side, at level of subdivision load line, to longitudinal

-~ bulkhead.

If t'X' is not loe than 0.2 3and "A" cooputed by Regulation 7(b)

at least equals 'T'I, possible dam~age to inboard space may' be

disreaded and intoazd space, does not r~equire subdivision.
* If however "A"l computed in accordance with Regulation 7(b) is loe

than "R", ths possibility of damage to the inboard space ma be

included. In sich a case, the inboard space out be subdivided

sufficiently so that the resultant flooding does not exceed the

sinkage# tzdn and heel limits of Regulation 6(d)(iii).

If "X" is loeta 0. 2 D duciage to the inboard space iMwt

be assimed and such inboard spae must be subdivided sufficiently

so that the resultant flooding does not exceed the sinkage, trin
and heel. limits of Regulation 5(o).

- I
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FORFO COMPT~j 0

FOR GROUP OF
COM PTS + )b

DEFINiTION OF b
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Remlation 8 - Stabilit Inforzation

Regulation 8 replaces those portions of Roeulatior7(e) and (a) of

Chapter II of the 1960 Safety Convention dcrcinG with Lformation to the

'-." Master, Regulation 19 as it applies to passervr ships, and Regulation 20.

S. , In so doing, Reulation 8 more specifically indicates the neture and

extent of the required information. The new ReC~ulations accordinly do

-V not include the relaxation provision as conta.ned in negulation 7(h)

of Chapter II of the 1960 Safety Convention.

Rem-ulations 9-21

Roelations 9 to 21 replace Regulations 8 to 18, 21 end 22 of

Chapter II of the 1960 Safety Convention, with enendnents as necessary

for consistency with Regulations 1 to 8. In Cenaertl, those anendmente

do not materially chance the level of requirements provided by the

nlegulatiorn in Chapter II of the 1960 Safety Convention.

. . .
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PART I - CUOCE FOR AS=GLnII nT hM STRM'." OU DATA

to infonation given in this part of the explanatory note is intended

for assistance to practising naial ar-hitects in plarming and in rokin the

oalculations necessary to comply vith the rew Subdiviion and Deage Stability

SRegulations. Also included is a flow diaga relative thereto.

The input data fall into three categ-Dries, s . meaware-I directly fro

the ship's plans, the remainder calculated.

1. Lat. mawured d Yrcti fr= the shi's Plans.

am n be seen fr Figure 3.1., X and x2 for each

• rpar-ment must be chosen so that the difference

(X2  X.1 )is'a n± a

Figure 3.1
::Z( -) " -A

f o

(b) 3kta for the relevant bulkhead decks, probably in the

: fo= of sets of co-ordinate points along the decks

ociprising the relevant bu13ead decks for each ooo-

petment dwmae oase. An index for each co-ordinate

point could be used to associate the relevant bulkea

doeck with each damage came.
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(a) Openings leading to downfloodinG, which could be inde:-ed siilarly.

Openings leading to flooded coLpartMents would be disre-arded for

particular denage cases.

(d) Permeabilities for all but cargo spaces and tancs, established by
Regulation 4(a).

2. Informatino for intact ship loading conditions
(a) di, d2, and d , calculated from forzralae in a.egulation 3(g)(iii).

(b) lk=-u= trims anticipated at each draft (d0 to ds). The damage

stability calculations should be performed co that rincimm-1 forward
trims will be used with dna.nges to the forward part of the ship,
and -exmimn aft trim will be used with damngen to the aft part of
the ship. This assumption will provide the most onerous conditions

regarding the relevant bulLrhead decks or downflooding opening.

(o),Ui for cargo spaces, calculated in accordance with Regulation 4. (b)

or 4 (c).

3. Dem-o.s specifications

(a) All one and two compartment damages, as required for Reaulation 5,
and all additional combiations desired for inclusion in the

calculations for "A". For the convernionce of naval crchitects, it
is ugestd that a systematic numbering system be applied to the
combinations of cormartmento. A sample of such a systen is . 10.32.

The integer refers to the oftmost damaed compartment, the first
decimal number refers to the number of compc -t ents included
(10, 11, 12), and the second decimal number refers to alternative
flooding. for the same main compartments (10.31 refers to dzaaje

including a double bottom, 10.32 refers to damage above the double

bottom).

(b) Items for each dinaje case:

(i) compartments or combinations to be flooded.

(ii)permeabilities of tcn2:s (0.00 or 0.95) must be assumed, to
provide the more onerous damage condition for ReGulation 5.
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(iii) index for relevant bulldoad deck (see 1(b)) to be use,, for

calculation of r,, an for satisfaction of

Rcgrulation 5(c)(i)(3) or 6d(:i()

(iv) index for dowAfloo!cina openinig which are associated vith

the damage case.

(v) information controllinG the processes of intereliate sta6es

of flooding and cross-flooding.

Out 'ut data

For the cake of having uniform presentations of the data from various

naval architects, the following outline is recormended:

(a) Sumary of results: GI for each intact loading condition, with the

associated draft and trim, and the "'." value. Also included: G

values if higher than those required in Regulation 5 end the resultant

"A" value.

(b) Tables of data to fulfil Reoulations 5 and 6, accordin- to the following

criteria:

(i) relevant bulkhead deck clear of the flooded compartments not

imersed in the final sta c. of flooding.

(ii) angle of heel not e::ceeding 200 during floodin.

(iii) no proGressive floodinj durinC flooding.

(iv) angle of heel limited to 70 for one-co=pae.rment dama-e and 120

for t io-or-=ore-copartzcnt danage in final stace of floodinG.

(v) G% in final stace of floodinC not less than

0.003 . B 2  . (K + 1 2 )/(di±pla":'t" l) o.

0.015 . B2/ft or 0.05, in rietres (for Regulation 5).

(vi) (GJ-IlJs) in final stage of flooding not less tlan 0.05 netres
(for Rmain6(d)(iii)).

(c) Tables of data for individual dacage cases. The adninictrations

probably will require data for rightinG arm curves, in accordance with

Regulation 5(c)(iv). They probably also will require data for the

mininu distances from the flooded waterlines to the relevant bu/-".head

decks and to the relevant dovifloodin.- openings.
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PART IV - BASIS FMR THE CALCU3LATION Cr MM SU DIMI3IOT L.fl-X A

In this part the physical and statistical bac2:Z:ovnd of the subdivision

inde= is presented. The calculation of the probability of dar-ec is developed

and a summary of the damage data statistics is Given.

Finally, the development of the calculation of the probability that a

c•aza ed ship will not capsize or sink is demonstratec.

1. . Introduction

The Attained Su',division LAeX A is based on the concept of the ?robabiJ.it;

of survival of the ship in case of collision.

In order to develop this concept it is assuned that the ship is dara'ed.

- Since the location and size of the danage is random, it is not possible to

state which part of the ship becomes flooded. Ho.cver, the probability of

floodin of a space can be deter-rinod if the probability of occurrence of

*' "certain dnrft es is imown: the probability of floodinG a space is equal to

the probability of occurrence of all such damages which Just open the considered

space. Thereby a space is a part of the volume of the ship which is bounded

b." tuin' ed uatertih.t structural divisiop-s.

-Next it is assuced that a certain space is flooded. In addition to

* some invariable characteristics of the ship, whether the ship can survive

flooding depends, in such a case, on the initirl draupht and CG, the

permeability of the space and the weather conditian, which are all random

* . at the time when the ship is dam.-ed. Provided tha+. the limiting combinations

of the aforementioned variables and the probability of their occurrence are

1moun, the probability that the ship vith the considered space flooded will

not capsize or sink can be determined.

The probability of survival is the mxa of the products for each

compartment or group of compartments of the probability that a space is

flooded mutiplied by the probability that the ship viil not capsize or

sn: with the considered space flooded.
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AlthouCh the ideas outlined above are very simple, their practical

* application in an exact manner would give rise to several difficultL:s. For

erample, for an extensive but still incomplete description of the damage its

lon-itudinal and vertical location as well as its lonGitudinal, vertical cnd

transverse extent is necessary. Apart from the difficulties in handling such

a five-dimensional random variable, it is impossible to deteznine its

probability distribution wi1h the presently available damage stLtistics.

Similar conditions hold for the variables and physical relationships involved

in the calculation of the probability that a ship with a flooded space will

not capsize or sink.

In order to make the concept practicable, rather extensive simplifications

are necessary. Althourh it is not possible to calculate on such a simplified

base the exact probability of surviv-l, it is possible to develop a useful

coaparative measure of merit of the longitudinal and transverse (but not

i horizontal) subdivision of ships.

2. Determination of the Probability of Flocdini of Ship Spaces

(a) Consideration of longitudinal damnae location and
e:tent only.

The simplest case is to consider only the location and len-th of dma ;e

in longitudinal direction. This would be sufficient for ships with no

lonGitudlnal and horizontal watertight structural divisions.

With the damage location x and damage length y as defined in Figure Z..l,

all possible damages can be represented by points in a triangle which is also

shown in this fiCure.

. Zll dam.aies which open single coapartments of length Ii are represeited

in FiCure 4.1 by points in triangles vith the base 1i . Triangles with the

base 1 + l (whore J = i + 1) enclose points correspondinG to damages

opcnin either cocpartr:ent i, or cor-partment J, or both of them. CorrespondinGly,

* the points in the parallelocron ij raprcsent damages which open both the

* co:npcrtments i and J.
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Damage location and damaje length y are rar-om variables. Their

distribution density f(x,y) can be derived from the damaie statistics.

The meaning of f(x,y) is as follows (see Fi&ure 4.2); the total volume

between the x-y plane and the surface Given by f(x,y) equals one and represents

the probability that there is damage (this has been assumed to be certain).

The volume above a triangle corr-espondin; to damages which open a compartment

rerresents the probability that this compartment is opened. In similar mariner

for all areas in the x-y plane which correspond to the opening of coppartments

or groups of compartments there are volumes which represent the probability

that the considered compartments or &oup of compartmezts are opened.

The probability that a compartment or goup of adjacent compartments is

o.)ened c.n be e:.:ressod as a.p., where a and p a'-e to be calculated accord~ing

to the formulae given in Reulation 6 (foruulae (11) to (VII)) of the ncez

Refulations.

Consideration of danage location:: nd dana.j-e l=n-th y only would be

fully correct in the case of ships with pure trancve-sc subdivision. There

are, however, no such ships, they have at least a double botto. In such a

case the probability of flooding a compartment should be split up into the

fcilo-:ing three cozponen.ts: probability of floodig the doublc bottom only,

probability ofCflooding the space above the double bottom only and probability

of flooding both the space above and the double bottom (see fi&ure 4.3). For

each of these cases there may be a different probability that the ship will

survive in flooded condition. A way out of this dilez-.a, which has to be used

n applyinG th-new regulations, is to assume that the nost unfavourable vertical

=-tent of damage (out of the three possibilities) occurs with the total

probability a.p. Therefore the contribution to survival probability made by

nore favourable cases is neglected. That the concept is ctill meaningful for

coupctive purposes follows from the fact that the error made by neglecting

favourable effects of horizontal subdivision is not Great and the more important

influence of longitudinal damage location and e=tension is fully covered.

Scuo exanples for dealing with other cases of horizontal subdivision arc

given in AppendU: I.
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(b) Consideration of danmje penetration in addition to loneitudival

damage location and extent.

Wiith the simplifying assumption that the drane is rectemsgfar and

ne~lectinG a6an its vertical en-tent, it can be described by the dana-e
location x, the danage length y and the dc=aee penetration z (see Pizuze 4.4).
;-iece variables can be represented in a three c-inenional ooordinate system

i- -as shoim in FiGure 4.5. Each point in the p.'i.ma with triarul ar beoc

represents a damage. t.11 dan ec which open a side compartment co-espcnC to
* the points of a smaller prism with heiht b equal to the Oistance of the

lon. itudinal bulkhead from the chip side, which is erected above a trianG;le
with the base I1 equal to the ler-th of the consiCered cide copartuent.i "/.

It is not difficult to identify in rigure 4.4 the voluues which coxwespond
to such daLz~e wich flood other ports of the cUip bounded by transverse
and lcngitudinal watertiGht structural subcdvisionc.

*.** Dar=, e loca.tion x, dcnaue length:, and d=_1age penetration z are randoc
variables. The distribution density f(=,:',z) can be derived from the damage
statictics. This diatribution density ccan be illustrnted by assuminG it to
be a density which varies from point to point of the volume shown in

Fi-ure 4.5. -The "woi&t" of the tota.l volume iz one -.nd rep-e-ent3 the
probability that there is a davage (which is assmeC. to be certain). T.e

wei-ht of a partial volume (representlC the flood.in of certain spa.ces)

represents the probability that the considered spacos are opened.

The probability that a side compart nt is opened con be exproosed as

r-. p.r., where a -and p are to be calculatod accordinG to foni.lae (II) to (VII)

of ReCulation 0 =nd r aucordinG- to for=ula (Z) of RoC.Llation 7 of the new

Regulations. The probability that a centre conpa=+icnt in addition to a

side cccprxtrient is opened can be e:cpressed as .. p.(l - r).

Scue examples for the calculation of the probability that side or ride
end centre spaces are opened are Siven Ln Appondix II.

k'ln it is to be stated that the probability calculated on the baZe of

the simplifying assumption mentioned before is rn: erect. I'Tevortheless it
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Cives a conparative measure of how the prob:Lbilit;, of opcnin spacer depends

on transverse and lon,-itudinal structural subdivisions, which ta/:es accoLnt

of the most essential influences and nealects secondcry effects orly.

L'e.Zlectin- the random variation of lonsitudinel =nd trans-.erse damage eftent

would be a much graver error than that which is caused by neglccting

,'*" secondary effects.

-3. D----e Stntistics

(a) Source of data.

The follotir considerations are based on te infornction contained in
various 3ICO documents. They curmmaizo casualty data reported to nCO on
811 daafe cards. There are 296 cases of ra~ncC ships which contain
infornation on each of the followiLa claracterictics:

Ship length L
Ship broadth B

3-a--z-e location x
DamaGe length y

Damt-,e penetration z."

In order to ozit inconsistencies of the rocultz derived frcz the data,

-hich may be caused by the u-se of different samples, the follou.in invectiations
have "been based only on the .forentionod 296 cases. However, ad'itional

investiations lhve been made using also the information u-iven for other cases.
Despite the r-andom scatter which is to be e:rpocted because of tho use of

different samples composed in rmidom, they lead to the came conclusion.

For tie investigation of the dependency of dar2ta ln<-th on the year of

collision a different sample, including 209 cases in vhich L, y and year of
collision are given, hA to be used.

(b): Gemaral considerations on damage teie-cions.

Cormon sense dictatos that darme e=tont depends on:

(i) structural characteristics of the rammed siD;

(ii) structural characteristics of the rarnin: ship;

-. "
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(iii) haso o Xc r:-ed rhip
"' 'iv) =so tercl ship

c asat tie of collision

(v) speed of the r=oed ship

(vi) speed of the xcmin ship

(vii) relative course angle between ramed and ra=.inr ship;

(viii) locztion of damae relative to the ship's length.

From the point of view of the r e hip only item 1 is dete-mir-od; all

other itc:=s re rzndon. An invostir-tion of tl.e d.".r"-e ler-th of ships ith

d ciffcrent nubcs of acchs has shc1nh tt thlore is =o si-nifict i--fl-enc.

This doos not prove that there is no influence. It is,hoirever, valid to conclude
that the influcnce of structural characteristics is rather smll. It therefore

CoeM" justified to negloct this influence.

The mass of the r-zed ship depends on its size a.d it- lcading condition.

-- 0 influence of the latter is small, especially faor paczencer chip:. For the

mtter of siLplicity it han been nelected. To acco%ut for the cize of the r-_=ed
ship, da=.Ge len,-th has been related to the ship lenuth end damaCe penetration to

the ship breadth.

The following will show that the d a'a-e lan,-,th does not depend oi 1nificantly
on the place in which it occurs in the ship's lcmth. From this it is concluded

t~hat the d~ e eztent does not _'depe.:. on the location of the daz. _e o;:cept at the

sh ip e hs ere d!-z*e lonjth is bounded accordinG to the definition of deaze

location as the centro of the daaCge.

- Some comcnts on the mass of the rarzni-Z ship are Given below.

(c) Distribution of da: lenCth.

relinLne7-y investi;atians have led to the conclusion that the

idstrilutieu of the ratio dr- e len-t-h to ship lent y/L is approxinately

ine.eAndent of the chip lenth. A proof will be Civen below. As a

consequence y/L can be taken as independent fra. L.

From theoretical considerations (using Ehe central limit theorem) it follows

chat y/L + y (where c.y is a constant) is approximately log-normal distributed.

This is proved by Figures 4.6 and 4.7, which show good agreement between the log-

nornal distributio'n function and distribution density on the one hand and the

corresponding results of the damage statistics.
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Figure 4.8 shows the reoression of y/L on L fo- L < 200 m (five danages

belong to ships with L > 200 u). The reg-ression line has a snail negative slope

which proved to be insignificant. That oeans that it ra.- be caused by samples

tal'ren at randon. There might be a snall dependcnce of y/L on the ship length,

" but it is so small that it cannot be derived frcn the Giveni sczple. It iG

- therefore certainly no grave error to assLane y/ to be independent of ship?

- s--z: for L C200 .

: . An exlanation of this independence night be that small vessels are more

li:ely to ueet mainly small vessels and l=ge vessels are more lilely to Ueet

mainly large vessels. Hoever, this reasoning cannot be extended for very

. lar- vessels because of the mnall total number of such ships. Because of the

very few danage cases concerninG ships with L > 200 1 nothinG can be said about

" the danrrge distribution of such ships. It seens reasonable to assume as me1

r-pproxizmtion for schips with L > 200 Li that the nedian of the dawage leneth

." is constant and equal to the mcdian for L = 200 n. The lattcr equals

* 200 . (y/L)50, where (yA) 50 is the nedion of the non-dinensional denage

len-th for ships with L = 200 r.

The regression of the non-dinensional r.-z.'e lenth y/L on the non-

imeasional damage location is shown in Fioc It shows that thcre is no

"ionificant difference between the da..o distributions in the forward and aft

half of the ship, but simple geometric reascning" ndicates that the damage
lenCth at the ends of the ship - forward as veil as aft - is limited to m-ellar

values than in the central part of the ship. Therefore the loa-normal distribution

" found for all values of Y/L - independent of e e location - is the mz-inal

" .distribution. The -orrespondimg conditional distribution of y/L on the

O condition that the darage location is given doec not need to be considered

as for the practical application an appro.:imation .ill be used, which allows

establishent of a very cimple relationship between the conditional and

narinal damage length distribution.
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(d) Dependence of da-age lenCth on year cf c-llisicn.

IncreasinG speed and eize of ships during recent years sigjests that the

average size of daraCe in cases of collision also is grcwinJ. In order tc

investigate this presumption a regression analysis of the logarith of the

non-linensional da-naGe length on the year of collision has been made. The

'result is shown in Figure 4.10. This figure shows a sinificant positive

sope of the re -ression line, which proves that, cn avcracg, the dazzc,

lenjth increases with time.

It therefore seems wise not to use the distribution which results frcm

all darage data independent of the year of collision. Lssu-inG that the

variance about the regression line is constant it is possible to derive frkn

the regression analysis the distribution function of t.ie non-dinensiuna!

dazae length for any arbitrarily chosen year; such a function is deteraiied

by the nean (which la given by the regression line) and the variance about

the reGression line of the logarithn of y/L + Ey. Somce Laziploc are given in

FiunrcO 4.11 and 4.12.

(M) Diotriution of dare ponetratioq.

Sizuilar considerations as in the case of the dczzGe len-th lead tc the

conclusion that z/*B + e. is approximately loG-nornal distributed and does notz
depend on the ship size, which in this connexion is represented by the breadth B

Lof the ship. Figures 4.13 and 4.14 show the Good agreerent between the loG-nornal

distribution and the corresponding values obtained from the damaGe statistic.

% Figuxe 4.15 proves that there is in fact no significant dependence of z/B on B.

Ls to be expected, there is a strong correlation between z/B and y/L.

4i Figures 4.16 and 4.17 show that z/B increases in the averace with increasing

,L. The Joint distribution of the locarithm of (y4 Z and (z/1 + e,.)
is a bivariate nornal distribution. Fron that distribution the conditional

distribution of z/B on the condition that the danage lenCth assunes certain

values y/L can be derived.
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(f) Distribution of da-age location

Inspection of the histogram (Figure 4.18) of the non-dimensional amage

location shows that damages in the forward half of the ship are more frequent

than in the aft part. No explanation can be offered for the peaks of the

historam at about x/L = 0.45 and x/L = 0.95, except that they are random

because of the limited sample.

Because the damage location is defined as distance fro2 the aft torrinal

of L to the centre of the damage it always has a distance of y/ 2L from the ends

of the ship. Starting with a simple assumption for the conditional distribution

of x/L on the condition that y/L assumes certain values, the marginal distributicn
* - density which is shown as curve in FiGure 4.18 has been derived. The correspond-

ing distribution function is given in Figaure 4.19.

4. Determination of the Probability that a Da-nraed Mdip will. nct
CaDsize or Sink

(a) Criterion for capsizing and sinking.

It is not possible at the present state of Imcwiledge to determine with

any degree of accuracy criteria for capsizing of ships in waves. However, it

is possible to Get a siaplified relationship which takes into account only

certain parameters and disregards others.

In order to establish a relationship between relevant factors and

critical wave height at which a ship capsizes, nodel tests conducted separately

in the United Kin43doo and the United States of America were analyzed.

In both of these set of tests it was noted that for any given sea state

and freeboard the cr.ftical range of (2- iuithi which capsizing or survival was

uncertain was quite narrow Consequcntly it was coniccred Justifiable to

treat the ;elationship as deterainate even though some degree of randomess my be

present, espocially in natural sea conditicns.

From the results of the model testn it was decided to use GV and

effective freeboard rather than rihting arm. Observations in the model

tests showed that in som cases there could be ambiguity as to the effectiveness

2-2 1--
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cf the riGhtinG arms dependent upon the direction of heel and upon
structural arranger-ents. The model tests further showed that the r-ini-uc
ri-htinG arm required for survival relative to maves varies in a coaplex

canner with freeboard.

The racults of the model tests showing th- relationship between GM,
sianificarnt wave height and freeboard are Given in Ficure 4.20,

Supplemental aodel exerizenta showced that for ary Civen sea state the
Gl. necessary, in association with any Given freeboard, is approxizately

propprtional to the ship's breadth.

The FiGure shows that GM and freoboard alone are not fully sufficient to
deter.ino the critical wave height. Nevertheless the critical wave height
may be expressed ac a functicn of freeboard, G. and breadth:

CI F

3 ritical )

where: F is the effective freeboard after da:zCe includinG an allowancee
both for the virtual increaze cf freebcard duo to erections or

sheer and for a decrease of freeboard due to heel;

G is the effective netac-ntric height flooded; ande

B2 is the extrene aoulded breadth at rJidlength of the

bulkhead deck.

Requiring that the deck of the undamaGed part of the chip is not submerged

is concidered a reasonable criterion that the ship will not sink due to lack
* of buoyancy.

(b) Wnvo hoi,;ht dictributicn

From the sea condition reports of collided ships contained in LVICO
Casualty data, the distribution of wave hei-hts has been derived. Figure 4.21
shows this distribution. It ray be noted that this distributicn of wave

heights shows very low wave heights associated with apprec able values of

probability. This is because calne were reported in cany cases. It is
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F possible, however, that at-ll waves cr swell ay actually have been present

and therefore that more accurate information wrv,,Id have resulted in

somewhat greater wave heights at those probability levels. Also, independent

of sea conditions, ships are subject to other sources of heeling moments

such as unsymmetrical distribution of persons, tankage, etc.

Therefore a slight modification of the distribution appeared to be in

order.

(c) Draught and permeability distribution.

Ls background information, cargo loading data for 16 ships involving

a total of 569 departures plus arrivals was analyzed in order to find the

distribution of draught and permeability.

Examination of these data indicates that the average of t,., cargo space

permeabilities varied with draught in a logical manner.

For ships having a small range of operating draughts (due appreciably

or principally to variations in tankage), the likelihood is hih that cargo

- spaces may be only slightly occupied or empty even when the draught of the

ship is near ds . On the other hand, for ships having a greater range of

operating draughts there is Cc;ter lil.elihocd that sore of this draught

range will be due to variations in cargo and therefore that cargo spaces

L! may be occupied by some cargo at any draught. tt the same time, for any

Given ship, the possibility increases that the cargo spaces may be only

partially filled or empty, as the operatini drauC..t decreases.

For the purposes of simplicity only the margirzl distribution of the

draught is used. The variation of perneability is taken into account by

using the average dependency of permeability on draught.

Taken as a whole it appeared that the draught distribution density may

be assumed triangular with its maximun value at d + 2 (d e - do), -hered

is the lih, test service operating draught and d is the subdivision draught,

see Figure 2.9. The average relationship between permeability and draught

q
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iniven in new Rogulation 4(b). FiGure 4.22 showe, for two of the senplo ships,

hay their permeabilitiee oopaoxe with the permeabilitios given by thi forula.

(d) Deterination. of the probability of not capsizine or

sinking,

The probability that a ship with a given *1 and freeboard will not capsize

is equal to the probability that the critical wavo hoight related to those

parameters is not excoodod. Therefore t&: prob-bility a that a ship will not±
*capsize can be derived froo the wave hoight distribution. A siople approximation

- of this probability is:

F1 GIbut not more than 1.0

In the interest of cc-azing the recults of thio formula with the codol

experiments, the following informaticn for probabilitioo near 1.0 and 0.5 io

given:

COMPARISON BETWEEN UK/US MODEL TEST AND FORMULA GM'S RELATIVE TO SAFETY

(MODEL GM'S ARE THE MEAN OF £HE WINDWARD AND LEEWARD RESULTS)

U.K. TESTS U.S. TESTS

SHORT VOYAGE VEHICLE FERRY LONG VOYAGE TYPE SHIP

111.0 (Ls)x 16.78 (B1 )x 5.65 (D) 170.0 (L )x 23.17 (Bl)x 13.6 (D)

GM REQUIRED CM REQUIRED
Fe ACCORDING TO: Fe ACCORDING TO:

Si (metres) (metres)
MODEL FORMULA MODEL FORMULA
TESTS TESTS

1.190 0.45 0.58 1.330 0.77 0.71

0.99 0.690 1.05 0.99 0.830 1.11 1.14

0.266 2.45 2.58 0.406 1.72 2.33

-. 1.190 -0.15 0.19 1.330 0.03 (a.18

0.50 0.690 0.05 0.25 0.830 0.08 0.29

0.266 0.35 0.66 0.406 0.16 0.59

The probability that the ship will sink due to lack of buoyanoy is tak=

Lao aooomt by asmIn. e AO s . all cas, Vhaw the daok of the unaa d

part of the ship is st'L- red,
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5. Calculation of the s-value

The formula for s i given only the probability at a given draught and GM.

It is necessary to obtain the composite probability for all combinations of

draught and GM. For purposes of simplicity the random variation of G4 in

sorvice is neglected and only the required G-I as a function of draught is
used.

The a-value for the complete range of drauhts is obtained by intearating

the product of s. which is a function of draught and the distribution density
of drapght over the draught range.

4
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1. Figure 4.A.1 attached hereto shows two compartments named A and B.

Copartent. is divided by local subdivision into the spaces In!'
For the purpose of calculating the products a p s which contribute to the

attained subdivision inde:: the following fictitious compartments and -roups

of compartments have to be considered:

(1) corartzient 1 of length 11 p based on 1

a based on flooding of space A1

(2) compartment 2 of le,,th 12 p based on 12

s based on flooadinG of space A1 only or

of A2 only, or of A and , &ichever

results in the least a-value

(3) compartment 3 (or B) of

.. lenth ! p based on 1

s based on flooding of cocpartment B

(4) copartments I + 2 : p based on 11 and 12

a based on flooding of A1 or of A1 and

A2 , whichever results in the least s-;-r..-'s

(5) compartments 2 + 3 : p based on 12 and 13

s based on flooding of A1 Pand A2 and B or

of 1 and B or of A2 and B, whichever

recults in the least a-value

(6) compartments I + 2 + : pbasedon 1, 12 an 3

z based on floodinr of I an B or of

Le AI and A2 ad B, whichever results in the
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2. It would'be also compatible with the new Regulations to ignoe the local

subdivision with respect to the calculation of the p-value. In this case

the following compartments and group of compartments have to be considered:

(1) compartment A of length 1A 11 + 12 : p based on 1L

- based on flooding of space A

or of space 12 or of spaces lI

and -, whichever results in tie
least u-value

(2) compartment B of length 13: p based on 13

s based on flooding of

compartment B

(3) compartments A + B: p based on 1iA md 13

s based on flooding of L and B
or of A2 and B or of Al and A2

and B, whichever results in t je

least u-value

3. Obviously the approach given in paragraph 1 above will generally lead to

.a higher (but at least the same) attained subdivision Lade:: thai the

approach of paragraph 2. Also, the error made by neglecting the actual

- distribution of damage in the vertical direction is nuch snaller it. the

-, first case.

4. imother example of local subdivision is shown in tre attached Fig. 4..2.

* ,The following table illustrates how this case can be handled.

9

* .*
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I. Combined transverse and longitudinal subdivision

1. Provisions have been included in the new Regulations which permit

evaluation an& acceptance of ships with combined longitudina! end

transverse subdivision. It seams that a full understanding and

correct and uniform application of the new provision may be

facilitated by some illustrative material. It is based on two

different arrangements of combined longitudinal and transverse

subdivision as shov in Fig.4.A.3, and 4.A.4, appended hereto,

( 2. The following nomenclature will be used:

1,l 12, 13.**.. distances between bulkheads bounding either
inboard or wing compartments as shown in
Figures 4.A.3 and 4.A.4.

112 = 11+12; 123 = 12+13; 134 =13+14 etc.

11_= 11+12+13; 12_4 + 12+13+14 etc.

125 12+13+14+15; 13_6 = 13+14+15+16 etc.

PP2p3 etc. are p calculated by formulae (IV) x)
Using 1112,13 etc. as 1

p34 etc. are p calculated by fo=mulae (IV) x)

using 112, 123 , 134 etc. as 1

z) as given in the new Regulations
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p etc. are p calculated by formulae (IV) )

using 1139 124 etc. as 1

P2_5,p36 etc. are p calculated by formulae (IV)x)

using 125,1)6 etc. as 1

" 1,or2,r3 etc. are r calculated by formulae

using 11,12113 etc.

as 1 and b as defined in the paraZaph

following the aforementioned fozzmlae

12"23'r34 etc. are r calculated by formulae (X)x)

using 112,123,1 etc.

as 1 and b as defined in the- -raph

ollowing the aforementioned formulae (X)X )

?2-5:23-6 etc. &xe T calculated by fo=uulae (y)

using 12-59 13-6 etc.

as I and b as defined in the paragraph

following the aforementioned formulae (X)x)

" ' X ) as given in the new Regulations

9ll
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17. RecL,8ea (RGUlti=o 6(a) (iU)

1. Recese to be dealt with in accordance with Regulation 6(a)(iil).

However, the provision of Regulation 7 may be applied if necessary.

This wll be deoontrated using the example shown in Fie.4.A. 5.appuwed

hereto.

2. The following nomeclature will be used:

11'12113 a nhola FiG4 L. 5

'PlP2,p3 are p calculated by foxmulae (IV) x ) ' using
11,12913 au 1

P12,P23 are p calculated by- formulae (IV)")" usinG

S11+12 ad 12+13 as 1

P12 3  is p calculated by fozleas (I7) x )  using

l1+l2+:l3  ussn1

Ss r calculated by foaulae (X)2 ) t using

11 as l and b an shoim in FiG.4 A.5

r2 .is r calculated by fozzulae (X)x) '  using

12 aslendb ashowninFig.4A.5

'129'23 are r calculated by forulae (Xx'Using
11+12 as end b as show in Pig.4 A.-5

V1 23  is r calculated by foulase (X)x ) '  ing

11+12+13 as 1 and b an shown in P19o4 A.5

) g iiven in the new Regulations

4 ' ' i 1 . % . 1 -. ' '' . ' - " " - . " " . . . """ " • " -" .. " " - • • . " . . . ..
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3. Applicat'on of provisions of Regulation 6(a)(iii):

Spaces to be considered p-factor to be used for calculating
flooded for s-calculation contribution to attained subdivision

index

A p - p1 2 r12

SPB p=P 3

• A and B p = L23 " P12 r,2 "

S

4. Application of provisions of Regulation 7:

A p =P 1 2 r1 2 + P1 (l-rd)

B P=P 3

A and B p P12 3  p12 r1 2 " Pl (l-rl) -P 3

5%

%

I
Q
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